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ABSTRACT .

On-4.he premise that.resear4ers, practitioners, and
policy wakers lack an'extensxve and.systematic.examination'of the
concerms of the aging, 'this monograph examitles..American social issues
as a context for a functional definition of aging and a taxonomy for
use in conducting re§ear.:h. Issues,are examined.'with regard to aging
and worK in four areas of American society: 'waste of human resourCes
retixement: melittl health and education.'HeaTi.th car.e.and financial
independence emerge as major concerns. Focus is on the context of
social welfare versus,self-he.A.p aeoproaches and .the need foe. more
precise ways to describd the population.._A functional definition is'
proposed in which an aging index is derived froM measures of physical
status, psIrchological well-being, economic stability, socialization,
life satisfaction, tnd chance factors.4A :taxonomy of work and agiig
is tlen outlined which presents a #ystem.atic way to identify and'
state researchable 4ues,tions concerning variou%lrouping8'of older
iersons and the work conditions which may Trovi4e available,pork
options for them. The taxonomk assumes that people experience the
aging'prsocest differently, that the aging process ls=developmOital,
and tliat peopke operate'at functionally different levels of ability
and efficiepcy, and that people regardless bf.agev at Aifferent -

points.in time and for -different reasons,,have needs for paid ana/or
alw unpaid work activities' and associations. A final sectionipresents

implications for federal.policd on ag4.ng, retirement, mental heal.tW,-
and education calling for major reseafch efforts to bring clarity. to ,

the ,issu r ised -GMT
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The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education's mission \is to in(rease ttre ability
of.diverso,Igencies, institutions, and organi-
zAtions to solv oducati,onal problems relating
to hindividual career:planning, preparation, and
progression. The Nationa.1.1 Center fulfidis its c

mission, by:

A Generating knowledge through research

Devoloping educational programs and
products

1

Evatuating individilal program needs
. and (-)iitcomes

eddcwational programs allp
.products

- .

* Operating ir)forMation systems:and
. services

.-
* 'Conducting leadership development

and tr,lining.prrogrars

4
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'rids ,publication was prepared pursuant to
a conti.act with the U.S. Office'of Educa:'
tipn, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Contractors undertaking such pro-
jects under government sporispfship are
encouraged to treelap; expireaf their jlti.dg..-
mènt in professipnal a44 'e4chnica1 mattbrs.
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examinVion suggest that little Is knoT or understood reigarding the aging

,

process'.and *its relatiolt to work, .though there is considerable speculation

Executive Summaft
/.

444

The primary objettive o -this monograph is to examine four majair issues

er of,oldor'individuals in American society am.donfronting the.grOwing

--work-.--1The tour isauaa-,,-- axami-nod ---------
context of this work, are: .(1) Waste of Human Resources, (2) Retbment,

(3) work, gging and Mental Health, and (4) EducatiO Results-of tAis .

7

11

on the subject.

'

r

Tw6 major observations.emerge when seeking resolution'to a better

f the aging process and woxk. They /ere: (1) the healthun'dexstanding o

concerns and (2

k.

good health for

in turn affects
4

welfare system

huge strided in

) financial- independence concerns of older persons/. Loss of.
4 V

older persons often means & loss of,independeAcei which
. ,

earning abi.?.ity. "The result is *pendency on the socisl

for essential health carb. Medical technology is making

increasing human longevity, but the'social welfare system

is,such that.an old person must border on paUperism to .take advantage of ,

available health services and facilitied: ,This*.and other inadequaoies,in
1.

the system, hem produced an atmosphere in which health service deliverers,

both physical.and psychological, seem.insensitive to the often.degrading human

suffering experienced by,old people who need their sbrvices.
,

A second observation concerns the financial indendelpe neeai of ol0

people.. Old peoldle must depend upon others tor goods and servicet when theW.
.are without sufficient financial resources. Thii dependence, often coming

after a lifetime of providid% for themselves, can cause further complica4ohis

A
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iuch as loss of independent decision-making ability.and loss.of the

rielaxation of retlramedt. The irony "heri I. t*,many older peoplp Who, can.
,

. and wish to maintain their fidancial kndepondence th.rough some form of

-
--wapiesymenta-ra- -rirstralwedz-Yrom -dark§ MS. Mitteiit program (Wind, As well

N

as some private) are designed.to deprive old .people of some portion bf their

financial entitlements should they elect to stay'employed and earh what is
. f - . - t

/
considered too much. Thts can rqpresent a,severe penalty for those older

.

people who nave made a lifetime contribution to the natioq's economic Progress

And have attempted to secure finarlial independedce in retirement through

savings plans, retirement programs, and the like. The literature reports

a

,\I\vany observations that old,people are often forced to behave-ilk ways that

-

% ..r.ompromise their moral and ethical values.(e.g., living out of wedlock, working

surreptitiously,,and the'like) in order tO preserve some semblance of financial

independence and autonomy oJer their flies.

As the issues concerning aging in America begin to be clarified, there

emerges A parallel concern as,to.the definition'of "Old." Current definitions

assume' that a chronological age criterion is both necessary and sufficient in

dealing with these issues and conCerns. This issue is explorld in done depth

and a theoretical definition is presented whAch takes into consideration

,the functiohal abjjty of older persons. However, in order to test the

utility of this functional'definition, a taxonomy of aging and work is

1 N

conceptualized within which reiearch may be conducted. 'It is exTected that

a !

,resea'rct; which supporti or refutei the taxonomy's" parameters win enhance
e ) .' t

.

.
. .

understanding of the aging proce ss,and work. Ktills, th4 monograph'i final,

t
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section presents implications for federario

mental health,,and education, 'and callsf for

clarity to the -issues raiSed earlier.

Nit

e

licy on aging, retirement,

1

mafbrtrosearbh fforts to bring
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CHApTER I-

-r--

INTRODUCTION

During the past severaloyears an increas0 clrern with an aging population

has emerged in American society. The published literature on aging

has repealed-1y documented the fact,that 'Americans are getting older,

A .7ursory review of Population distribution statistics.reinforces the .

view that a trend towatlikan aging American society will continue well
O

into the next century. The decline in Amerfa's.btrth rate during.the

past decade suggests an abatement in the youth movement experienced

A _

during the 1950s and 1960s. :The effects of this decline in.ierms of a

reduction in the nUmber of individuals entering the labor forCe will-

be felt during the 1980s-and 1990s. The result may well usher in a new

4.

era of the olde-r American -- or as Walfang (1978) noted, & ligerontooracyi"

The lowered birth rate trend combined with an iricreasing Older-
.

population suggests the emergence of political, economic! and social
,

w_
,issues aSsociated w4th aging not previously experienced to any great

extent ie industrial4sqcieties, especially, in the United-States, . These
ft

issues are expected to become magnified with time as the post World

War .II babies begin to enter the ranks of the aged (Califano, 1978),

The issues associated with a populatiOn of increasing age seem'

to have veined recent prominence from at least!two sources -- first,

.-the 1971 White House Conference on Aging'which brought a major:.

nation-wide focus to the plight of a disenfrnchized

American society (Pratt, 1978) As an outcome of this

1

ahd th

t I
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resulting redommendations sent forward to the Presiderit of the United

States, Congress enacted legislation which
amended,the_cader__Amerkean-Ls--------------s

Act (Pdblic Laws, .92-258, 93-29, 95-4178) and the Age Discrimination in

Emploilent Act (PUblic Law 945-256), among others. This congressional
'

action has resulted in the establishment
and expansion Of numerous"P.

,

social servicestto ass7ist the aged, e.g., nutritional programs to tsed.

the more_frail elderly, funding programs for training cadres of

piofessionals,to work in.the.field of aging, increasing socild security

entitlements, initiation anck strengthening of various advisory councils
and\ledetal bureaus such as the Federal Council on Aging and the

A
, Administration on Agipg. This congreSsional action is a recent visible

demonitratioA of governmental
concern, involvement, and recognition of

*,current and futdre issues associated with aging and an aging population.

Government has become progressively involved in the concerns of the aging
'over the past several decades. The eire poveity

beingiexperienced by
older persons which was a result of movement toward industrialization

(Wiebe,,1967rand the onset Of the depression in the 1930s visibly

demonstrated a need kbr some form of "insurance" upon retirement from the
labor force. Thil need culminated in the bnactment'of the first Social
Security Act of 1935. Less visible, though no less.important, have been

4
the progressive involvements of ,state and local governments, e.g.,

governors' commissions on.aging, state and local mental health 'centers4
local housing hot food programa. ;r1 addition, ,tliere has been

considtrable public sector involvement primarily through development.of
improved private pension plans, pre-retirement planning programs, and'r 4

I
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expansion of private.nursing home facilitiss. Thus, as a result of. the
,

1971 White House eonference Vn.Aging (whah created a natiimal awareness
-

of,those issues and prOblems which'needed immediate cgncerh)., a broad

basie of suppokt ior assisting older peronli has emerged.

The increased vts4ilitylof older persons due 4.their increased

numbers also contributes to a natioAal awareness of aocietys_cqnc.zn
,

.wilh.aging. Their sheer numbersss we as the skyrocketing-cos
,

..,

associated with the support aod meintenanceof:this 'group, espociall

those retired persOns whose sole'indome is .Social.Securityf'have.Made

this an issue of na'tional significance. "By association', people

reaching retirement age are implicitly andYok explicitly defined as

"old" regardless of the age at which retirement from paid,pmpldyment

is initiated. kahl (1976) reported that pl 1900 there were 3.1 million

* people 65 years of age or older in the United States. By 1950 that

figure had repched,12.3 million; by 1970 it was 22.3 million, and

ll

by,the year 2000, she estimated that the 65

i

ars or older grodD

will reach 30.6 million person -- 20% of th population. Both

Hriceniak & Mannebach (1979) and the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare (1978) have speculatet that this 30.6 million

figure c6uld be even higher given the availability of improved
0

mitritional prograidg for
/
large numbers'of individuals, generally,

". .

improv4z4 physical health of peopie,.popularization of programa

designed to ncourage good health practices and physical fitness, and

the real pcmsibility of madiCal breakthxoughs which'will cUre deadly
p.

we'

4

4t.

4
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diseases ekach as cance'r. Tipe Megazine (1970) osVimated.that itf1971 -. .

./ .
. . ,

O .*
.

t lb,

Z. , . .. Y
-

-.

, ". the cotbinedlinancial outlay fof.old age assistance, healthimedicare,
.

-Y. .1.,

.

a,

and disability, will apcmpt; ta.14.5 'and-.,that.by, the

, .

year 2000 this ambunt. will exceedv800 billion dollars. Califano (1978)"

. _reported somewhat lower financial expenditures for 1978, (112 billion

dollars) and estimated 350 billion dollara f9r the,year.2000. The
4

discxepancieebetween the Time'Magazine report and Califano's report

seem to be dile to differences in-the types of 4penditures Included in

these stitmaky figures. Levitan (1978) estimated that 40% of the

federal budget will be used to stiloport the 30.6 million persons who

.

Kahl asserted will be age 65+ in the year 2000. The magnitude of these

figures is sufficiently large to raise concerns regarding society's

relationship to a growing aging society. One may question the accuracy

of these figures since ,hccuracy is dependent upon.those data sources one

elcts to cite. The contention here is. that given'our current economib

situation, the dollar cost for maintaining older persons, and the.sheer

nutber of persons involved, warrant our corIcesm.) Finally,., when the

large Wave of 1940s and 1950s babies reach retirement age, concerns

attending their change in age status will be magnified,especially_is

these concerns areamirrored tn labpr force par4Vipation rates.

Currently there is a broadwbased recognition that we are an

aging population, that we will continue to get Older as a society, ana

that iisues associated with this life stage will become magnified as

a result of the increase in this gromp's size.

CI
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Researchers, prac4ZIoners, and policy.makers lack,an extensive.
- r

and,systematiC examiiption of the 4oncerns bf çhe alihg. Such an exa;minatiCon

would suggest lorig-Iterm research and pEogram directions ad well es future

policy detlxmfnationt associatO with aging and work ia America% 03,4 Future

-wItvez,-19-77). -The primary focus In dealing with aging issues, in the

United States has been to devise'programs and activities whiCh assume

doing "to" or "for" the 'aging population. As a nation,'we.have

concent:rated on developing and ImAiAtaining a series df social welfare

Wwarwo-*wo...w.....*-++.1**.^."9..".-
..PtParglinaiCkr...03147POOPIel----Very-litt1rt1Iffiro"-fliiElerriiIoniia8 been

devoted to designing policy streVies and programs whidh. involve oloing

f"with" aging%persons. Such helpful documents as the Federal Coundil

'on Ag$04's Annual,Report (1977) relate some effortsbin this rection

f.and suggest some future possibilities. However, there'seem to be very

'few systematic exemihations bf Issues durrounding the relationship,of

aging and work`iis'an 'avenue for self help. (Exceptions. seem to be

discussions presented by Suter, 1975 ahd stleppard & Rix, 1977). Perhaps

hat not been of major concern in the past isone-reason this issue

the reletively recent observable increase in die humbers of persons in

the older age groUp,-with the attendant increase in the Costs of

maintaiding thisAgroup. Anbther possible resson.for previous lack'of

concern has to do with defining the gr'Oup in clearer terMs.and coming to

vrips with their diversity.

tt is erroneous to continue to assume that an eging .

/1,

Atierican populationl,s a homogeneous/group. (Federal legislation
I;

14

: ftl'"
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appears' to asSume that all aged perLons are 'homogeiteotm as a group by
, .

virtue of their chronological age, although some.recent legisletionerg.; '.'

6

1.

the 14gslatioli providing for ",meals on.whele," and the Volunteer

'Service Act, suggekt thit oue4policy makexa arelbegInning to realize that,
4 . #

therelare exceptions tci this view of'grouP homogeneity.) What is

generally forgotten as people entet the ranks cd_ the *aged is that they come

from widely diverse back9roundaekPeriences,-and life &that._

I.

combination oC these factors which determine their heterogeneity. Butler

(19757) has suggested that the aged, rather than becoming kore similar as

they age, in abtuality beCome more diveree with advancing years. Given

iii-versity of conterns with anTiqing society, the

Visible. increase in the number of older,persons, and'the economic and

productive needs of'society, it.is appropriate at this time in histpry to

examine issues surrounding older people as they relate to work in American

society,. Throughsuch a

practitioners can devise

future decisions.

Implementation of recent guidelines (Age Discrimination ih

research focus-, policy makers, researchers, and'
\_

appropriate strategies for making long-term

EmployMent'Act, 1978 Amendments, PUblic'Law 95-256) Prohibiting

employers from discriminating in their employment\practices against

those persons between the ages of 40 and 70 has apparently clouded the

issue of who, is or is not con,ideredOlged anVor old. It has also

"created a degr erof onsternation in the business community with regar4.

-to retention,. romotion, and +irement.policies (Sonnenfeld, 1978).
4

The popularAllerican definitices of a9ing people aesumes that they,are

a hiogeneoue group characterized by chronological age. Since thii

R

.
c"..c . .
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ogronOlOgical age'triterion. This vieW has generally resulted in the
,

.. .

.

following& 1) h tendency to mask political, social and economic
,

issues associated with aging, 20 a lack of cost efficiency in programs

z

7
, 4t&'

has genVally.been the case, at'141ist.cor purpOsesf oclal-'
. T

, .

and ,economio programs iisaigqed to aseist'.older citisens.have S.n

,asauziedr Wbe uniformlY'applipable ipr àlndtv4j1als ho n.et thd

,

f

r-:

designed for the aged, 3) lack of a coherent4ind cobrdinatd fpdral

policy or'i aging stemming from a short sightdd congressiOnal approach

to';the problem, and 4) wi3espread uncritical.-aoceptance of the hotion
.

that "at Some porn-U-1W time individuals who reach a certain

chronological lige are to be set aside from the mainstream Of societyf

ostensibly to maim ioom cor otheis, Toffler's (1970) "throw

away society.") This last point is a somewhat jaundiced. and inhumane
4114P4

view of thoie persons who contributed theirworki_-is ergyi and money to
_

the -4velopment And oxpansion of today's sOciety which has alloOed

Americans to enpy a Jiving standard unparalleled in history,

Along with the increase in nuMbers.of older Americans and the

, prospect of living longer is a pervasive belief that persons who

Aach a certain "Magic'age" can no,longer be productive-and-
, J t 4R

Antributing members of society especially' in the arena of Work, Otder

Americans are caught in the time trap of "obsolescence," whiCh Wirtz

(1975) referred to as"..., a human convention that became a reality

because it,first became custom" (p. 7). O'Toole (1977) identified
4

this "time trap" as "Retirement, the aCtivity of the aged,..," and

went on to assert that this, activity "..,., oceurs increasingly in

4

, ,
-
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1 AS 1. .

'leisard communities' cui off'from Ilel reit of the%wopldr both ' ..

4,-, .

i .

. .
, .

.
,

, .
-* ,

.

.

spirituallt And hysice1ly"'4, Both'.ther ViAws, aesui4 that.* Ka.

ttie "linear I,ife*plan," r.fprredtby SteA & Best (1977);Ass a. ,

, t,-

.

functional way.fbr society_to be'iave dthata11 persOns:go tbrough
. /

.life in a Similar, linear 4Shion educatipn for youth,- work for
4 / /\

4

adplts, retirement fsr. the eled. More,importantlye.the linear

, assumption leads to a "re 'ctive" style of,prOblenl dealing
1

with prOblems as ithey a fee -- rather than'a "proactive" style'which

anticipates problems Ars of developing programi and

/

4 base&on alrailable ki;b49dge, e,g., pdpulation statistics, In a
e

A k

discussion about older persons Mcclusky (Pr].) referred.to our tradi-
k

tional-approacheS as essentially "pee4Imisc" which fisumes a role of

doing "eto" or "fin." people.-sVmore "opti*stfc" approach is that of

.1working "with" people in order to idehtify and/or solve problems.. At a

. N'
ti4 ih Ameiican history when the political atmosphere appears to be

,:, 4 / . '
,

. fltii,d,,wheli world unrest is a coilstant threat'to a stable society/ when

the hation'is'economic well being seems. to be threatened, and when social
%

probieMs such as high unemployment and lnfladon abound, can we afford to
. . .

. *
0

II

assuMe.that olde exicals can no longer be productive'and contributing
* I

members of societ or all persons age in a line* fashion?. Perhaps

e we 'have not been,creatIve enough in conceptualizing an deviloping/

-

Programa that will foster a change in attitudes -- that. will prevent

society, from throwing"obr older citizens bnto the "siag beap.of life,"
.-

or that will foster dOing "with', rather than doing "to" or "for,4

. .

Perhaps we need tbshift more toward strategies.which will encourage

4

.
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1

\

4 ,. .the redisigt* where necessary, of:creativo'waysto recyclo,and
.

reutie

thin increasingly'largi natural humantrisburcesitifich We 'call

u
,

: t
.

.
.

. .

It it',a,furAamente.l-esatilvtion:of thils mohograph that,

9

e
"acilid," 7

the io

called "eyee at'e an impoirtant resouree who are aid d in Ordieto
r

Iddreas deal with and seek solutions to the .litical social and
t..;.

economic problems confronting United States Society: (The word "aged",

ts used'because this perm seethe to be 'full o aNbiquity and
..

is defined idiosyncratically bo anmodate the term's user.) ,How
1

.best..tcL utilige thiA...f111m4n_ kQurce ia,sam enigma,,our

has been half-heartedly dealing with for the Oast half wentuxy.

b.

P Purkose

we need-to develop long-term effective programt which are cost'

efficient,rhumane,.helpful to governmental policy makers at national,

state, and local levels, and wnial are effective in creating and

maintaining supportive environments which encourage retention 6f our

older citizens in cOntribliting, prodUctive, and worthwhile capacities.

But befdYe we can%do this we must first define whom we are talking about.
,

t 4
when there were proportionally fewet individuals in our older age

.

group in4relation to the rest of the population, Chronologlcal.age

appeared to be an effective and efficient definition of aging and an

ofJerational brfterion upon which to award entitlements and seek

iolutions to the concerns of the aged. The tenability of

th assumption is questionable for today's (and Tore impdrtantly

morrovi's) problems'end issdes concernbig older AMericans.

ft

I.
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.' ,Sim4 of the,major issues confrOhting American soqiety as.they per-

to aging will-be:examined in Chap4er 24 iThe,purpose for this-4)mM-
.

\. .
nation in to set these issttles,in the context of'social elfare versus

i
* . '

. .,
. t

. .,

elf hitlp appYoaches. jn,order to understand the efinitionaI prdblems...I ,
4

.

to.be explored 4 Chapter 3 end.to develop a taxOho* of aging and work

to be presented in chapter4, a context will be establtehed, irCwhich

issues and relited problems can.be identified and,exploxed,' The

definition and..taxonemy sections will form a framework within which

4

--resiargh- seoneerninvgincr. fax ultra- can--be ttretitr 7 .

these research iNtrAmeters will be outlined in Chapter 5. Finally, the-,

iMpfications of the dichotomy aS described in Chapter will'be

examined, relative to;federal legislation and various.social eye-tams:

.gurrently- in place, as they impact the aging process.

,
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CHAPTER 2

AGING AND _WORK I somp -ISSUES OF coticE*

.*.

S'

.This chapter will introdUce,the'reader to some of the broader

ismieb related to aging and work in AMerican soqiety and to 'Some of the

related qUestionh which are yet to be resolved, Such antoyeftiew of

the broad issues will serve as a foundation for tho following chapters

in this monograph.

Waste of Human R urces

4kAmeriqans havelpecome a "throw away" soc ety (Toffler; 1970),

especially during the past three decades. The availyiiity of cheap

enerp combined with a fiigh degree of affluence produced a social

climate which nurtured this "throw away ociety," Given current

N

energy problemp, continued high inflation., and an apparently lowered'

worker prodUctivity, we can no longer afford to throw away partially

used up resources .especially human. resourcey Instead we nmst

identify, define, and explore strategies which maximise the potential

of our natural and human.resources. pngineers, Chemists product

development personnel, ahlbther specialists are currently engaged'in

recycling and reusing natural resources. However, are ;4je 'doing the

sante with regard to our human resources? Apparently, our historical

as well as our current behavior would.suggest that We scrap our

human resources ai a given age whether oi not they have been used up.'

Regardless of recent federal legislakion to raise, man4atory retirement

6-

h.; .
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to age 70 (Age DiscriminatiOn in Emp byment Act, 1978, Public Law
.

')5-256),.current fiolicii.continues to vict people from the labor

fdrce,.through either early retirement r retirement at a specified

:

-maximmm age, On what basis do e arrie4eat'such,in arbitrary figure
"

.

L'as age 70? It this k federal policy that ould be continued? The

pressure to continUe such a' policy toward ouç older citizens and
i

perhapi either dfreyt1N; or indirectly to lpwerAhe age 70 ceiling will
. 1 t

be great its the vast work force known4as the "baby boolkof the 40s
....e.,,-aaa-aaar----anavs.^-,Trra --aa _ -c

s

, ,

and 50s" exerts' pressure within the wokk force for upward mobility and

eventual titirement.

Psychologists, sociologists,. anthropologists, and some economists

agree that human beings gain their identity through work, Their

self 66neept, sense of worthwhileness, their ability to enjoy many of

life's saeisfactions'generally,find their roots in work (Kazanas,

Baker, Miller, & Hannah, 1973). 'It is our older citizens who have

lived by a strong worle ethic, Wilieved.that hard.work was the'source of
A

happiness and itinancial security, and struggled to help create the

affluent environment in which we all live,. However, the notion that-

by the time people reach age 65 (now age 70) they are all "used up"

and are n6 layer productive contributors to society, and thit they now

need to rest and remove themselVes from the "main stream?". As-no

1,onger tenable. ("Main stream," as used here relates to the labor
S.

totee and tl"le social and personal interactions.w)lich ensue fromX"-

active participation in the labor force.) If irrelevant

relevant was this toncept, retirementat a apecilc,7ger

, how

when fist

01

ra

b.
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iAtroduced in tit., Mited States kp 1935 as part of our. Soctal

i .
. .-y

. Secuity Sste.m? The concept ot retiremnt wad firet.set forth by
/ ..4i,'

..-' ...AP ' .

% . , &

-BismarrR,in German society during the late 18b0s (aivens, 1978). Thus,
1,

the'.coneept of the last part of life is a time fok retirement from.work

13

in0an industrial sbeiety is abokit 100 years old. It is an ati.ifaq

aAd/or attitude which has developed as part of industiiel society's

sociaT systems. Should federla policy concerning the aged in today's

(end more importahtly tomorrow!s) society continue to be predicated on

an assumption the4 may no longer'be tenable? 'Should our tmployment
lo)

. -Policies Continue to encourage withdrwal from the 1or force even'

IF though many older workerre physically and psychologically napab],e of

continuinq in ti)e labor force.as)productive workers?'

t.

I

1,-If we can define "old" as being no.longer capable of being

productive and,contributing meMbers of. society, this Assumes we can

define "old" in terms not necessirily based on chronolo§ical age,

How

1/

*

. ver we choose to.defi e "old," certain real questions exis; Can

we afford to waste the'k ow1edge, expertise, and possible irodlictive
. .

..,

t
poteniial of the aged? Can the market place of our economy find
,

,
.

creative strategies whereby those "a13ed" who do-not petceive themselliits

as Such, can continue to,participate? Can this.issue be resOlVia

through a milti-disciplinary examination of the problems whicil'eventuelly

a ifi .0.combine in terms of tenable alternat_?- Is the solution essentially
fo

a political one with.assistance comincrfrom'the business/industrial
,

.-R

t
,

. sector of Our society? can we redestAt the wo'rk place in term* of
. ..

, -t.. \

time'and space utilization to accOM604te an increaefhq, aging
41

.

' .

h.
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population? The related issues seem to be macroscopic and they continue

1to grow. One cannot help but speculate forilhow.ach longer we can
,,

.....0 A. 1
,

..
afford to,examine and aeil with satietal induced aging prOlAems in.a

,
4--

miorow&opic fashion and continue tO waste a large cadre y huMan

resources.

Retirement

The concept of retirement is an aberration of modern industrial

societies. As stated earlier, the concept of retirement from the labor

force was introduced Approximately 100 years ago in Germany by Bismerck

and was lateT adopted in the United States as part of the Social,

security Law in 1935. Givens (1978) and Sheppard (1978) both 'remind

.

us that the age 65 custom for retirement is arbitrary,and emerged*
f4

,because life expectancy at that time was approximately...65 years-- Since

few people,oat that time were expected to live beyond age 65, ciasts$for

41.

-maintaining such individuals Over time were pot expected 'to be

prohibitive. However, giver the continued improvement in mortalify

rates'since 1935, the figure"-óf age,65,for retireTent seems nolonger
t,, ,

tenable, both in terms of Lo54 Of productive manpd*dr and financial

costs toLsoc7. In,84419n, the oonstitutlonality of' any form,io

mandatory retirement under the Fifth And Fourteenth Amendmegts is

beginning to b. quetionedf(Sheppard, 1978)..

Other critical questions.emerge concerning i-etirementtrom work._

With.the rising cost of living, retired perAns living on fixed

incomes, whip are inadequate'to begin with,' will continue to

!A
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experience a significant reduction in thelr fUrchasing power which in

turn af4Abcts the walty of their lives, Iesocisty determine*

that the population, of non-working oldeis Americana should have an

aSequate retirement income, will we as aisociety be wi1Iig to continue

to provide that financial.support? Or will strong resistance emerge

1with the realization that ittmeans higher costs to th§se who *re

employed (Sheppard & Rix, 1977)? There are some concerns

currently being raised throughout
theAlnited--Staktesreleted-tryTifferiF

creases in Social Security deductions from employees' pay checks and

reases in the contribUtions required by employers, This action is

reflected in,reduced purchasin4 powe'r and increased liVing costs for
_ all age groups.'

ee
The Issues urroundint7 any form of mandatory retirement keep,

emer§ing,i- Th have never been really !resolved satisfactoiily, As

society continuallyT.experiences economic unrest, political fluidity!,
1

and resistance,toward increased living costs, questions associated with

the removal.of a segment of the lai9or'force from active participation #

continues to be a topic of concern in one form or another,

AThe lack of resolution of theae issuilis is related to the issue of

chronological age versus functional age as the determinant af who
s. should or should not be rettred. What is-really needed is a

/clear end unambiguous definition as to what is meant by,"aging,'! "aged,"

' and "old age" so that we can be more precise in resolving the many

confliéts and.sometiMes divergent and counterproductive views and

actiona concerning the aged, The 1971 White House Conference on

%v.
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Aging indirectly illuded to detinitiglis of ths: tprme whenikhey

described the "Stages.of Later Lifeume(Toward a National Policy oh

Aging, Vol: I, 1971, p. 10). 81* they( too, fell Short when it.came

to a precise and unaMbiguous definition of these terms,

Workj 'Agingj and Mental Health

It has been asserted that "...the mentally healthy person

ee1 he 1S leading a rewarding life and esteems himself" (O'Toole,

1973, .p. 82). This "rewarding life" and "self esteem" about which

o'Toole is referring is related to work satisfaction and a person's

perception of his or her productivity and worth as a worker, Brown

(1977), in describing the Senior Skills Center in Santa Rosaf'd

California, found that "Retirement is not a blessing for most seniors.

It's either an emotional or firiancial rip-Off. They're tired of living

in a dependent relationship with bureaucracy and society" (p. 19). We

know from human development psychology that "feeling good" about self.

and feeling as if one is contributing to society are lifelong processes

which foster positive mental health in people', Currentsiotions

surrounding retirement, social pi:ograms'such as "meals On wtltels,

and society's netlitative attitudes toward 'apparently non-productiveA(not working) persons,w1Ilich foster the dependency relatfonships about

-which Brown was referring, are h othesized to be counter-produCtiVe.'.

to the continued positive mental health of our older citizens.

As has been pointed out throughout much of thS literature on work and

living, most people find And express their identity ti*ough work for

%on

44
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whidh they perceive A paychologickl and/or financial reward'
4N

(Kozenas, t a1,1973). Finally, BatIer.(1970) has"warned us that

17

%Oa

"One of the greatest dangers in life is being frozen into rigid roles.

Art
lim4 one.'s self-development and iself-exprfssion" (p 124),

It MO be concluded that to_ ritach old age or to be perceived as

_ being o14_. tends- _to place. an- -individual-in -a itvertittle- cat,4941.07-77--
\-

development; The only exit from this is death, Walfgang

e,

reminds us that theie are differences between "the elderly" and "old

is a disease, Growing old is
age," "Senescence is n41(mall senility

'normal but agilk is not...," (p. Even'pirtigipants in Nile l91g

white House Conference Cn Aging assumed 4 degree of role fixation of

4the aged and projected the assumption that all older persons belong

in e,similar category. This is evident in the section on Mental
.4

Health Care Strategies and Aging. The recommeidations contained in

this dbcument reflected only mental illnesebandiper once mentioned or

alluded to the mentally healthy older person (Toward A National Policy

on.Aging, Vol. II, p. 111-113). The-introduction states that among the

aged "Mental impairment and a wide variety of functional disorders are

common" (p; 112): However, the "mental impaiiments: and "functior41

disorders" to which they refer and the persons they perceived to suffer <

from these,dysNnctions are never defined or clarified, If.the latter

view is correct, one must ask why? How did an apparently healthy

group of persons suddenly start suffering mental impairment? Perhaps

some alternativOtheses to a."mental impairment" viewneed to be

explored%

_
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When moving from a working to a non-working tatus upon exit from

the labor force, many people experience an abrupt shift in tho way (

they have lived their lives. As a result of,this changed status, it.

can Be hypothesized that some of these older persons suffer from an

identity.crisis, which can contribute to many forms of mental impairment

such as depression, lonelinees, neuroses, a sense of isolation, guilt,

and so forth. (The "idci,tity.crises" phenomenon and attending behavioral

characteristics which some would define as non-normal has been generally

associated with males, With increases in the female-labor force and :

increased numbers of female heads of households/ this phenonmenon may

a)so bitcome a "female" characteristic,) Thus, instead of adopting a

merital impairment view of aging we might direct greater effort toward

assisting older persons to maintain their identity through productive,--,,

work for as long as possible, If we accept this view, we would need to

develop numerous work options, and alternative nodes for older persons

''4TAto participate'in and contribute to society'in order tb accomo date

what was referred to earlier as the heterogeneous nature of-this group.
46

4-Under this view.a person cari continue to be employed and/or productive1

in 'activities while at the same time making use of various self help

strategies in moving from one developmental cycle to another. This

movement from one developmental cycle to another, or "gradual separation

concept," is.the time when an individual is engaged in various life,

transitions, e.g., different socialization patterns, realignment of

income sources and expenditures, maintenance of self worth, continued

control over one's life, reduced dependente on,family or social welfare

A
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system*, and so on. At this point an inqvidua). can.deoide to view

retirement aseither a movement from one activity and life style to

4

another or as,a terminal event in hie or her life.

The concern with the-aging population's mental well-bing as it

relates to work has been alluded to both here and elsewheçe in the

literature. However, there seems not to be_availabli-any sy.tmnatic

inquiry into- thil-iesue-to-Idate. Alathough the psyahological_ ell-

beirig of the older population is of obvious cOncern when,one reviews
4

,

the gerontological literature, most approaches to dealing wit); this

issue are priMarily concerned with doing "to" and "ior" (which

, assumes patholo4V9 rather than exploring what can be done in a more

healthy and positive way "with" the aging. It would seem worthwhile,

from a pogAtical, economic, and social vantage point as well as a

psychologic*1 vantage point to eXamine the implications 'of

mental healthy aging and work in America.

Edubation - Work

A final Assue to be introduced briefly concerns the relationship

of education and work to aging. Currently, it is in vogue to talk

About lifelong learning, futurist1,5 education 'adult education, and

the like as thin,concept of educatiOn is related to aduit development

(BrOschart, 1977? Christoffej, 1978; Cross, 1978? Depaictment Of\kealth,

Education, and Welfare, 19,78? Gross, 1978?Techinger, 1975? Kurland,.

1978). The linear concepts of aging re/erred to earlier (e.g%, youth

for education, adulthood for work Old age for retirement) will become
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si*" Tore and more obsolete a& those newer educational views become an

accepted part of our.social and conomic !glistens, The shifd in

most work settings from an emphasis on physical output, demanding Arduous

work, to less physically demanding,machine work has bontributed

significantly.to a'riCluction of the human.energy drain, As'a result vie
.f 4

1111

'hem& exprienced a corresponding rise in available tine and nergY to

engage in,more personally satisfying activities, One.reason for the

,increased interest in' adult-education actiVities and a'manifest concern-
./

with lifelong learning is the inqrlased physicaLand piychic eniffrifr

available t.'0eople as a direct result of aiachinbe Aing their

physical work. However, as more'sophisticated and effidient

machinery is developed to'perform the menial:tasks previbmsly performed

by workers, there has come corresponding rise in theit demand from

easing nuMbers of skilleci and

rned, to education for helprin

business and industry for ever

knowleageable workers, Adults hav'e

keeping pace,with thie increased.rapidity of technologibal change4,

which tends .to make previous'knoWleage and skills obsolete during a

person's work life, ) d for help in retaining their plate in the Labor

force.

Those persons who. must leave the labor force due to forced."lay

offs," forced eaily retirements, or job obsolescence may perceive

themselves as being too old to reenter the labq force in another

capacity, or their belief in the,"linearity of life" concept leads .

them to drop out of the labor force by eithet retiring or not continuing,

to 1o84 for work. Our current educational "Structure does not
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encourage .these older workers to attempt retraining for other jobs or

to seek changes in their work patterns.' (See Wirtz, 1975,'Chapters 6

and 7 for an extended discussion of this latter concept.) This lea'

of encouragement result* in a loss of productive potential for the

nation's economy, reduCed incomes which can adversely affect a person's

-retirement income, and in some cases, dissatisfactionframong older citizens

, with regerrd-terwhAt-ts-happening- to the-Jr lives. 'ffie polIiical consequences
a

of this form of diOatisfaction are onli recently being manifested (Ragan

& Davis, 1978) and may be magnified as the reeks of our older population %

e'
increase with time. Reduced income as a function of age and education and

the attending problems resulting from iricome reduction have been well
p.

documented by Brennan, Taft, & Schupack (1967) and Wirtz (1975), Apparently

our current education system "..., has failed to meet the needs of older

persons. It has not helped them anticipate or deal with the stress

of human development,irithe later years of life. 'It has, failed to
. ,

help both middle-aged and older'persons learn new'skills or adapt

old ones, thereby denying them the opportunity to contribute to society

as members of the work force or as skilled volunteers" (Department of

Hehjth, Education, and Welfare, 1978c p. 42).

Older persons arenot yet participating in educational programs 4014
to any great degree in comparison to the rest of the population

despite the apparent increased availability of these programs. It has been

estimated that those perhons age 55 to 64 represent 6.3 percent;of

adult participants in educational programs and those persons 65 and

over only 2.8 percent (Harris and Associates, 1975),. There appear to
4.

I.

1'
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be several reasons for tOs lack of.participationo the social bias

that education is for youtA, admission pOlicies in higher education

institutions that tend to dilcourage applicants who are over 40, T-\.

'physical limitations, inadequate trinsportation, lack of iioney,

inappropriate class scheduling, and others (Herril and Associates,

1975). There is also the vidw that older. persons do not have as much

. _fs

baiic education as younger persons; thus, they are unable to compete,.

in the'learning activity. However; discrepancies in number of years

22

of schooling currently obibrved between the young' and the old should

diminish in importance as our,mdre highly educated population matures,

to the older age groups.

The same barriers and'negatiye views which tend to discourage
%

plder persons from taking advantage of educational opportunities 1

operate similarly ambarriers to older people entering or retUrning to

the-iworld of work (Webber, 1978). Many older persons are not aware

that there are Jobs available to them. Often tiley feel, they-are "too

old" to work and feel that the skills mastered duriqg a 40+ year work

history are no longer applicable or acceptable'in the current labor,,

market. Given the erends toward improved health, increasing

educational levels among the older population, the,diversity'of this

cdhort group, a continued trend toward earlysretirement regardless.of

xecent modifications in the Age Discrimination Act, 1978 Amendments,

increasing inflationary factors which adversely affect a fixed4ncome

...group, and the very real possibility of living 10, 20f 30 or more

years past retirement age, it is conceivable that many of our older

44' IP',
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cittzens will wish or need to seek new or second careers (Webber, 1978).

r-
If such is 'the case, then education for,reentgit of older workers into

ve.

"the labor foice will beCome.a necessity, andthew And diversified

,

-education-work programs that are nationwidejn scope'will be needed.

Some programs which invol ve older Americans in education said work

,activities show promise and 3re currently tn operetion or $re.being

recommended (Brqwn, 1977; DeCrow, 1970; Kahl, et al, 19761 foury, 1975).

HoWiever laudable these efforts, 'they only point the way toward possible

nationwide prograIs and crnhot be construed as the answer to all the

. questions. What ig lacking with.regard to education work, and aging
T

a national policy Which reflects A positive attitude -- 'that education.

' and the buiiness/industrial components tn our society can combine to
C.

identify new And creative ways to involve older citizens in the

productive activity of work.

Conclusions

The issues Presented in this chapter only reveal the 40 of the

iceberg" with regard to aging and work in American society. What is

clear is that these problems have enormous implications for our

society. We can expect them to become magnified during the first

quarter of the next century as the numerical increase of oldera

...

Citizens becomes more and mare 'Strident. What is not clear is how we

as a society will confront probleft associated with aging and work,

Will we as ftsociety continue present practices and assume that the

4

current and futye work forc e will assume the financial

4 .

-4
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burden of an iging.population who are living longer? Will

we continue to pay lip service to the idea that aging with dignity is

an important value concept of our societyr-Will we begin to devise

. new arid more encpmpassing national.policies concerningaging aind work?

Will the leadership for new policy formUlations cOms from the federal

government, local and state gOernmenis, bulginess, industry, ducatiOn,

private phAanthropy? The solutions, ne doubt will need to encompess

all these groups as' well es other components of society not previously

. identified. 'Regardless, it is obvious that-new and creative-,.thought is

needed to address what is becoming a major national, political, social,

and economic issue.

Apparently we have been attempting to rescdve aging'problems

through enlargement of our eocial welfare system, This avproach

has resulted largely from the influence of the0961 and (to
1"

,greater extent),the 1971 White House Conferences on AgAmg, Recommenda-

eCcins emerging from these conferencts'focused heavily on federel

go:Pernment involvement ih programs, financial support and entitlements,

00'

'services, and the like. These reFommendations resulted in legislation

which allocated funding,for a variety of servicei And support

mechanisms, e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, mea.ls on wheels, volunteer

seivkcis prograMs, transportation. However, it is still somewhat

unclear exactly Which age grow:#(9) this legislation is supposee to affeet,'

Two apparent contradictions seem to emerge when one reiviewe the

different pieces'of legislationawhich resulted frprn theseconferencest

,
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1)4Federal legislation, depending upon the services' '-to be providd,'
4

rine the aged in terms of chronological age which can renge from 40

to 65+. 2) Federal legislation asiumes that the,aged are a homogeneous.
, .

group by virtue of the fact that they have reached a certain

chronological age) thils the.aged are considered as Z' single group

without regard ib"functionakdifferences,within the group,.;tiripparently.

sate recognition:that people age ttifferentli is emerging at the federal

level, but this tends to cloud rather than.clarifir a federal policy on.

aging.

The "social welfare"' apaoach followed by Our federal and state

legislative practics seems to ignore a self help view toward

resolution of prOblems and fosters an unCoordinated set of services
41A

under the auspices of several differentIfederal and state agencies. A

self help Approach assumes that-individuals, regardlesgrof age,

are able.to govern their o daily lives so long as our political,

edonomic, and social institutions'and systems do not-act-as barriers.

It assumes that individuals are able to behave in responsible and /

.productive ways. There are, of course; some individuals in our

society for whom n "social welfare" approach is necessary,. ,Asiong this

4
.group are those whale inabilitys'to make rational decisions adversely "

affects others (our courts generally make this determination), and the

physically disabled or mentally impaired who are unable to-maintain their,

basic needs. Individuals in this latter group are generally referred

to Zs the "frail elderly," blit apparently there are no adcurate

statistics as to thenumber of persons thus categorized. Our curi'ent

,

y

4
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censuidata gathering procedures and Department of Labor statistics

rarely mak. any distinctirs beyond age 64 wheoLdesdribing pobulatibn
.

cheractelistics. The approach these governAental agenaes use assumS

group homogmieity when deacribing the age 65+ group, Any'reaaonable

inter etation of "frail elderly""from a functional aging viewpoint
*

would conclu that persons in this Category may be younger.and/or

older than age 65 depending upon.the,iApaiiments which collectivelly

define the tens "frail elderly." We need more accurate information

and more precise definitions in order to develop a more positive national

policy on aging, especially astilelated to the .aging person's active

participation in America'i labor force.

We have thus far alluded to many issues which are felt to be

.4

related with regard to agipg and work. ,In'ayery real sense the issues

are predicated upoh elimination of economic barriers to the aged

which tend to inhibit ieif help approaches and foster dependency

relationships.to federal:progkams. The main barriers to old people

continuing as active parqcipants in the labor force are directly ,

related to,negativeattitudes and myths about aging that ihe aged

are slow, cannot learn, are physically unable to workr need refistr

.riaintain rigid views and are not receptive to changer are senile, Ttie

>
list Can go on and on (Eutler 197INydegger 1979),

A fupdamental belief advocated in this monograph is that people

find their identvity and experience many of.lifele satjsfactions throqgh
/

active pariicipation in some.form di paid or ,unpaid work activity.

Education and reeducation are important for individuals to continue as

(
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active participhnts in the labor force, especially as education and

reeducation contribute to the paid aspects of work, Finallyc,it is

feasiBle to assume that the mental well-being of individuals can be

enhanced and fostered througheducation and work. For these ass,amptions

to have aloositive effect on opr aging.populhtion we will need to change

the negative h,ttitudis and myths which have workekagainst the aging

population'i continued participation.in the labor force, jt is to

these concerns and their attendYI issues that the conceptualisations,.

set forth as the remainder of this monograph, will be addressed,

t
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- Chapter 3

TOWARD k DEFINITTON OR A NG

Several broad fssues -- the Waste-of human potential, retireMent,
* ,

mental health, and education as they relate to,aging and work --'were
'1 v.

--a
discussed in Ehe preVious chapter, What is seen to *merge from this

review is the need for more precis* ways to describe.tfie population

about whom We speak Oefor4 long-term programs an&Tolicies can be

effectively designed and implemented. With pretent.and future

increases in the numbers of people called "old,." we need, to reexamine

A
some very fundamental issues; DO' we aa a society want to contiriuwto '

treat the aged as a,group to, be set aside, whoee expertise Is no
a

,

longer needed or,wanted, or Aome.need to reexamine 'the potlenfial of
. .

this group with'regard VD ways they can continue to cntribute bothoto

, ..

themselves and to society? The intent of this,chapter iir:to examine, ' 4'

,. .i. .-,
. ,

'0

ill

the. current practice o categorizing people as "old" through ,40' Use of

a chronological age iterion,.and then to suggest A procedUr*
. /.

.
whereby we can design'a more flexible;Arie which takes into account,the.

individual's *Opacity to function.

' D

The concept of who is or is not old, eging, or aged varies"from :

.Current Views

society to socieby, a44ygroup to age group, and-generatign to%

generation. Staines (,1970) recalled that An fndia the official

.28
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beginning of old age is 55, whereat, in the United States,it 1,4 65.

(Perhaps with the full implementation, of the 1978 amendments to the

Age Disicrimination in Employment Act, age 70 will now becoMe.the

"official" beginningof old age in the United Statee.) butier (1975)

indicated that in the Soviet Union the official age of retirement

(thus the assumption of old) for men is age 60 and for women age 55
r _ _. .

-Whereai in Sweden- it is age 67 regardless of sex. American youth during the

recent past have talked about not trusting anyone over age 30, thus relegating

approximately 50 percent of the,population to an arbitrary "old" category,
1

(shanas, 1970). At the other end of the life span spedtrum mostiAmerieens

at.the age of 70 U..., continue to describe,themselves as middle-aged"

and it is Aot ",.., until after they have reached the age of 75 that

more than half of all Amiericans describe themselves as old or

elderly" (Shanas, 1970, p. 5), Categorical'age differentiations based
,on the calendar, then, are influenced by social custom, legislative

fiat:, and/or attitudes projected by whoever is doing the defining. At

best, vieWs as to who is old or ading are becoming more variable as

time progresses and as this age group increases numerically,

Social Custom

iThe chronological age of 65 as e criterion for deiining old age

is, for all ,intents andopurposes, an.administrative expediency which

society has arbitrarily chosen and made customary. It was chosen

largely as a result'Of Bismarckls'social legislation Concepts sat forth

in the late 1800s. The United States adopted thie concept 1-1,n 1935

with the enactment of Social Security. The iurposelpf establishing

%or

f.
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the.arbitrary age of 65 as the onset of latd life was primarily to

esta61ish a point for-Aretirement from the work force and thus to

determine who would be eligible for servióes and financial

entitlements. Chronological age has had its uses, and up'until the past

decade or two it has been a r;asonably efficient critprion upon which
_ . _ . _

( to pan -policy=and service-dirtiverir-iryetemir. -however, Wilenever an

arbitrary criterion is set forth which serve* as a detylition of

same category or attribute, inadvertent abuses oftren emerge.. Not

everyone is ready to terminate an activity such -as work at an

arbitrarily designated.age. As note0 earlier by Brown 41977) and
.

Butler (1970, 1915), the chronologicial age, or social,definition of

aging is perceived by older persdlle to be an "emotional-or financial

rip-off" a9d tends to place them into specific role categories. Older

persons generally do not seem to appreciate'. this form of rigid

labeling, or encrbachmerT:intotheir lives regardlöss of.their "condition

or functioning" (Butler,1975i, derontOlogistallave attempted to be

more flexible and have "... divided old age into early old +age, 65

to 74 years, and advanced old age, 75 and abolie" (Butler, 1975,
N

p. 17).. But they too have fallen into the "time traps," about wilich

Wirtz (1975) referred, and haire tended to place old persons into specific',

roles,,mairitainirig chronological age as the tradifl6inal definition.

Legislative Fiat

A review of legislation enacted by Congress during the past

several years seems to show that these policy makers have attempted to

make a break.with the chronolo4ical age syndrome as the criterion upon,
.

,t3)
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whiW to base Social service programs. Aut their effyts have fallen'

short, as dois the statement ooncerning "Stages of Later Life"

presented at the-1971 White House Conference on Aging,(a971).The

Conference's statement comes close to recognition of differential aging

patterns but still relies on chronological age as a definition of a
.." .....

.....

group characteristic
.

An analysis of the Older AmericansAct of 1965 (Public Law 89-
41%

73) and its various amendments over the years until 1978 as well as

other select'ed legislation concerning sevices and entitlements of older

Americans, suggests that nolicy.makers are beginning to recognize

that differential Critekit are necessary yhen'defining aging. For

example, under the 1965 Older Americans Act (Public Law 89-73), Title
,

III, Sec, 302 (2) under "Allotments" 'explains that states will receive0

funding for that proportron of the population a165 or older, Under

the 1960 amehdmenti tO this act (PUbliC Law,91-69) Sec, 304 (2) and

(4) (c) the age 65 designation remains as the definitOn of aging, In

these same amendmehts.Title IV, Part A, "Retired Senior Volunteer

Progr6v Sec. 601(a) 2) and Part B, "Foster Grandpirent Prbgtam" Sec!

611(a) the reCipient of services and opportunities are those persons"

age 60 and Over. The "Nutrition programs" ehacted under the 1972

',amendment& are-also for age 60 and older (Pbblic Law 92-258). The

1971 amendments (Public Law 93-29) Title IX.- "Community Service'

amploYment for Older Americans" Sec. 902(a) uses age 55 or older fore'

unemployed low-income persons, thus broadening the chvonological age

designation as well es recognizing a differential financial need Of

4 o:
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some older citizens. Fihally, the 1978 amendments -(Public Law -47p)

under Title III - "Granti For State and Commnity Programi on Agin

Sec. 304(a) (1) and (2) use the eligibility age 60. However, while age

60 is .specified under the 1973 amendments ilk significant that Sec,

305(a) (1) (E) concerning eligibility,of states to partiCipate in

Community Programs does not apicifS, a chronological age but mandates

that states "...provide assurances that preferende will be given to
O 4

providing services to older individuals with the greaOst economic or

social needs aqd include proposed methods of carrying out the preference

in the state plan." Thus we again begin to see policy makers pufting

into law the recognition of differential needs of at least some older

individuals. The only drawback is that chrondlogical age iS Still the

criterion on which eligibility for services and entitlements are

predicated.

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments ok 1978

(Public Law 95-256) further expand AildAnobaden the chronological age

definition by stating age limitations in Sec, 12(a) "The prohibitions

in the Act shall be liereed to'individuals w are at least 40 years

of age but less than 70 years of age4 Thus 7çwe see that policy makers

are beginning to recognize the differential n ure of aging as p'long.

term continuous process,' but they reinforce the convipt of being Old
6

by specifying the age at which persons are eligible for servicei

and ehtitlements.

Social AttitUdes

A

-
Apparently, (there are two sets of confli6ting attitudes expresied

4
e.

1
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toward older persons which are prevalent in American Society, neither .1

of which is necessarily related to chrbnological age/per se, However,

the assumpellon that arc over preoccupation with.,chronological age as a

tei.minus to Work productivity acts as a negative at4tudina1 force

-
against acceptance of older persons as part of American society has

perhaps Some face validity. Even though some would feel that the work

ethic which has sustained both sn agrarian as well'iki-an indUstrial

society is eroding or changing, there is rill apparently a .pervasive

belief that if one is not gainfully employed in our society one has ho

worth (O'Toole, 1973, l9771 Wirtz, 1975). The unemployment of youth

in our society is usually tolerated in the enticipstion of their future

productivity. However, the aged enjoy no such tolerance,

Butler (1975) has summed up the apparently conflicting attitudes

of Americans toward older people, He stated;

We pay lip servic to the idealized images of beloved
'and tranquil gran parents, wise elders, white-haired
patriarchs and mat iarchs, Bei the opposite image
disparages the elderly, seeing ige as decayf de-
crepitude, a disgusting and undignified dependency,
Our national social podicies mitror these conflicts,
We talk earnestly about Our "senior.cftizens,!1 but
do not provide enough for them to eat, We
,become angry with them for being burdeffs, yet we
4ake for granted the standard of p.ving that their
previous workhSs made possible for us, Neglect
is the treatment of-choice, with medicine failing
to care for their phySical needs, mental health
personnel ignoring their emotional Problems,'
communities neglec,tinq to fill their social
'expectations (p, xi)..

owimist to. oimrcome these conflicting Atitulea will become A

major scAal istue in the future,. Apparently, when using
4 o-

chronological age aa the primary attribute to define "old," we only
as.

1,
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emphasize the negative end foster a dependency relationship of old

persons on a social welfare system (referred to in Chapter II).

A Functional Approach

A

We_have seen t.hat social custom, legislative fiat, and attitudinal
f

perception have defined who is or is not "old"lin American society,.
t

although people who -are,thus-categorized-are rea stant to being so

labeled.. This has been accomplished primarilr through the use of

chronglogical'age as tne criterion by which "old" is measured, Thus

OP we relegate a segment of the population into an "age ghetto" (O'Toole,

1977). The, only apparent eicit fiom this form of categotization, given

evrexising mores, is death. What is generally avoided in any,

discussion concerning oltpeople is that we are talkihg about aim qwn

futures. Is this how we want to be categorized and viewed? Must we be

willing to settle' for mere survival .under such a categorization stheme

when much more is possible? We mutt all grow old and eventually die,

Real questions relate ta whether this process will be "o,o, painful,

. humiliating, debilitating, and isolating through insensitivity, ignorance,,

and poveri'y" (Butler, 1975, p. 3). or will the process involve pleasure,

dignity, maintenance of self-worth, and continued productivity and

contri ution to-sOciety? These, of courlie, are difficult issues, and(
,it As not the intent of the monograph to attempt to resolve them,

However, it is important to keep these issues in mind as they are

related to a more yuhctional view of aging which many writers allude to

but few ha've Otempted to set forth,

11.
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ApproAchos to a Functional.Definition
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Perhaps one of th most compreflensive and promising attempts:to.

identify th functional status of older persons has been-offered by

Maddox and Dellinger (1978), Their effori has focused on an attempt to

4

assess a person's Social ReSourCes, Economic Re*OurCes, Mental Halth,

Physical Health, and Activates of Daily Liv.kng. They havi called theie

dimensions the SEMPA profile otfunctioning, SEMPA was developed as-a

result of a perceived need "..., to develop information systems which

are demonstrably useful for program evaluation, planning, and resource

allocation,.." (p. 60), The structuring of.SEMPA concentrated on

three essential elements.

1) A reliable, valid, quantifiable assessment of
functional status which could ke uied to character.-
ize individuals and, cumislatively, defined.
populations?,

2) A systematic procedure for characterizing the
types and qualities of services received.
by individuali in the defined Populations,

3) A transition matrix for charting stability
and change in functional status of a defined
population over time in relatidn to types and,
quantities of services received (pp. 61-62).

Esientially, Maddox and Dellinger's effort was designed Eo assess

the effects of soc4a1 services extended to the,elderly (age 65+), to
'

examine the'impact of.these services over tiglef,7and to idesitify the

-

functional status cif those elderly persons receiving social serVices.

4

The underlying assumption with regard to level of funOtioning, however,

seems to be predicated on the state 'of impairmdht being experienced

by an individual, since it appears that the subjects upon whom SEMPA

O

(I.

'st
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waft tested were receivfng none form of social services. Additionally,
A

,

the measures used to assess an inditridual's level of functqning were
,

those currently in ekistenCe designed.for other age groups and which
i 0 --,

Assumed a degree of face validity baiea ypon theicriterion to b .

measured. This raises a question of instrument keliability and validity

411* im,since the authors admit that there is some conoorn as to whether these

instruments ar appropriate ferAl. with-an aging population. However,°

the authors report interrater reliability ranging from .74 to on rating

scales representing the five dimensions tSEMPA) which suggest a relative

degree oracceptability of.the measures used.

when Medd° and %ringer appliediclinical re4ings to subjects

from two communitie , interesting data related to'bur purposes emerge.

In the two groups they investigated, 58.5 and 56.7.percent respectivAly

, !demonstrated no functional disorders on the SEMPA profile. When

adding in those in viduals who manifested at least one. functional

'Tlisorder the percent imireased to 75.7 and 74.3, respectively. .By

extrapolation on the basis of the older Ropulation wir were receiving

some form of old age assistance, one can Conclude"that apuoximately

57 percent exhibited no functional disorders as assessed by clinical

observers, and approximately 20 percent exhibited only one

functional disorder. Of this approximately 20 percent, about 10 percent
,

were identified as functionallli debi itated in the area of EConoinic

Resources.. Thus,.if the economic difficulties of this 10 percent were

alleviated; we Auld thecile approximately 67 percent of an older

.population who manifeit no functional disorders and whoneed few, if

v
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.any, social ervices. They could probably function quit. well on their

own 'and coald conceivably-continue'to imvproduciive members of the

labor force Should they so.desire. ,From a furictional definition view.-
A

point, we can raise the question; "Is it legitimate to define this*

persons as old or elderly with all the social sanctions these terms

imply? If thei:desire to entet it, should they-be denied access to

the Leapt force becauee they haNis reached some afbitrakiTrAefined

The GULHEMP Program (Youry, 1975) is designed to assess physical

health, mental health, anti personalitylbf older (age 40 and up) persons,

(DUe to prOblems associated with peysonality measurement of older .

persons these dimensions have been eliminated from the GULHEMP Program.)

The basic assuMption in this program is t)at, regardless of age or

disability, an individual can fdhction productively in a job providing

the job's demands are congruent with that person's physical capacity to

function.

'person, can

The proponents of this program have demonstratedlthat a

be employed once an accurate job profile is deireloped and

the person's GULHEMP program is matched to it, The GOLHEMP prograM is

aimed toward a functional approach in assisting.individUals to become

active participlants in the labor force, It follows.a Parsonisn

(1.909) approach,(matching person to job) but in a more sophisticated way.

Assessment parameters are More clearly defined than they were in Parson's
6

1* time. The ptbcess employed involves knowlefte about the person, knowledge

abotit the jdb, and matchitig"the person. with the job,

The difference between the.GULHEMP priblitam and the SEMPA program

is that one (GULHEMp) assumes that an assessment of, a persoWs

)!P
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functioning level wilt allow for a reintegration into.thil labor force

whereas the other (SEMPA) assumes evaluation of an individual's

functioning level is neressary to identify the imiact of social 'services

add planning for future services., 'Both views have merit. Both views'

suffer from ahd adMit to a deficiency of.Mlasuremont technology to

facilitate.the. assessment of the functioning capacity of older persons,
.

The SEMPA approach' emsyto assume that all persons who reach a certain

4 chronological age wil4pneed andreceiv4 social services, Being able to

assess the'level of functioning of.these persons will allow for more

efficient planning and distributioi.y services, The GULHEMP approach

seems to take a.more humanistic aPproach In trying to identify a

person's functioning'level, since the objective'is to place those

persons who Want or need to work in appropriate jobs.

It would seem that the GULHEMP and SEMPA programs clearly express

two apparently=contrasting.psychological views in trying to deal with

tfie issues associated with eqing, GULHEMP appears'to adopi a mote

40

humane view of aging. This approach assumes an individual is

capabAe of being in control of his/her own life, and,, with a little

hel the indiNhdual exerts primary control over external inflUence;

such as environment., social milieu, and institutional forces, SEMPA,
. %

on the, other hand, seems to assume that social services are externa4y,

,controlled enVironmiptal forces and are imposed on a person, This view
,

41ee1s to the deOelopment of service deliyery systems and definitions of..

4needed social-services., based upon a vis* of the aging person as

passive recipient.
6

1.



If aging is a process we all experienci, as we are told by-

39

psychologists, Pilysiologists,-gerontologists, and others, then how can w
ever justify the arbiti.ary categorization of people into "age ghettod,".

espe9lally those inaividuals who have lived the longest? It would seem

that part of the definitional problem we are-dealing with is predicated

upon humanistic beliefs or self-help.approaches vs. behavioYistic bliftfs

or social seri.ciee---app-roaches
This-di-chotomy-i-s-at-th--e-ebtrnle

philosophical debate surrounding aging issues,in the United States and

especially issuelassociated with aging an0 work.

It
A Developmental View

The functional developmental view of aging which,we are

conceptualizing presupposes fOur basic assumptions;
4

1) Aging is not a point-in-tihe Avent. It is a
developmental process all humans experience.

2) The aging process which affects
continues throughout a4person's
and includes all the physical, p
and so4a1 elements experienced
life space.

everyone

life span
sychological,
in a persor01;

3) The &ntinuous process of aging is uniquely
individual.' People do not age similarly or at
the same rate, e.g., while we all experience
slower reflex actions as we grow older, we do
not experience this slow down at the same
rate or across an equal span of time:\

4)' The iMpaci of environmental factors on lift
span development has a differential effect
on aging depending upon physical health,

psychological:well-being, economic stability,
socializatio14 life satisfactions, and dhance.
faCtors.

Based upon the above assumptions, the.followin4 funCtional

4.
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delrelopmental definition of ig ng is offered: The doVelopmontel f9ing

40.

rocoss.!occ s in direct ratiO to a slow down in h si01 iCal f ctionef

the level of s chol S. ical 'well-bein the de re. of conomic stabilit

the de ree tePwhich one maintains social actiVit erceived life

satisfactions and chance factors'over- which the individu 1 has no

contçol 11.1ch aa dee.2Ae"mux14_.a91/UgtEU_S2LtAqEqahigaeltfi_AB.V.e.K

ramErl:1111.1rtypir:- Thw degree-to'whibhinIndividual'perceives and/or

experiences this slow down and the manner in which the slow down i

accepted as part c4 living is a function pf what might be termed an

"Aging Index." We can hypothesize that the more harmony one

experiences in terms of \Vie elements of this definition the more

uniform is the aging process; that the more an individual is in

control of.hisiher lifer the leas need there will be for social services
5

to maintain thatiperson. External assistance should be needed only

when an individual experiences significant uncontrolled disruptions in

the elements of the aging process. However, what has yet to be

resolved 'Is the question: What is the range of functioning within which

persons Can independently maintaA control of their limes, maintafn

their 'independencer and continue to develop productively while

experienoing thw.aging process? Our current methods of implementing

retirement systems and developing and offering supporting social

services when people retire from the work formassumes am attitUas 4hat

peOple reaching age 65 or 79 no longer have AluCh capacity for self

maintenance. Existing programs Assume that at this age they.begin the

-process of dependence.on our social service systems and are

suddenly perceive0 as "old:" The,truth of.thiI lest'assumption has yet to

be ascertained.

-r4
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The SENPA progiam of functioning rferred to agier includes

several of the elements in the definition presented above, as does the

GULHEMP program. However, the application Of SEMPA to twovopulations

did not include an assessment of the range of tolerance within which

one can live and function independently from social.services nor di*

it include the assessment of ind&viduals who currently fuly/tion

independently from social services and are 65+ in age, In order to

test the assumptions of oUr proposed definintion it would.help-to

spe ify an operational definition which has testable characteristics,'

is applicable acrods a wide range of individuals, and whose attributes

are definable at least to some degree. The proposed definition can be

specified as:

Aging Index = Physical Status (PS) +.Psychological
Well-being (PW) + Ecoriomic
Stability, (ES) 4:Socializetion (S) +

:" Life Sateisfaction (LS) + Chance Factors

or, AI ps + PW + ES + S + LS + CF

where, '1) Aging:Index (AI) refers to a sum score when cotbining
, the six attributes in tne equation.

2) phygs21 Status (PS) refers to
strength, reflexes, lung
liver function, muscular

bodily lunctions, e.g.,
functiont.blood ciXculation,
coordinationofetc.

3) Psychological Well-being (PW) refers to one's'self
.

. perception, usually referred to as self-concept, and
the degree of psychOpatholOgy,one manifests,

4) Economic Stability (ES) refers to level of.,income necessary
to Taintain one's firiancial independence, in society.

. .

..

5) Socializi4tion (S) refers to the degree to which an individual
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continups_to actively participate in his/her
enVironment and mith others in that nvironment,

4.

6) LifelSatisfaction (LS) refers to how happy one is mith
his/her life now and what one anticipates-ih'ihe
future.

'1

7) Chance Factors (CF) refers to those hAtorical events in,
one's .1Ife space over which he/sh, has no control, "e.g.,
mar, extreme inflation, economicdepressi2n and/or
recession, and Which'can positively or adairsely
affect elements two through six,.

This is not an easy formula to quantify since several of the

elements contained within the formula cannot be adequately measured

with our existiN assessment tools. This operatio

suffers from tte same shortcomings identified in

.prog-raiits. We suffer froW-a serious deficiency o

al conceptualitation '

SEMPA and GULHEMF

measuring tools which

can assess the diMensions of individual functioning for older s

age groups. However, this should mot deter us from conceptualizing

,the prOblems'and articulating those areas where we find

deficiencies.

We can measue Phytidal-Status\ Th4 measuring tools used by

/
physicians.are quite adequate reliable and quantifiable, What is not

clear is whidh.measures are most appropriate to measure physical status.

for our equation,

Psychological Well-being is anothWr domain where a considerable
.A

body of*data on measurement exists. The weakness here is the lack of

dati on the use of these instruments with older people since,mostpf

the available instruments were developed for use with younger persons
0"

usually age 16 - 35-or 40,
4

Economic Stability is e6ily quantifiable from one perspective

4
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that i., we can specify the amount of income one basset atlY point in

time: More difficult to assess is the degree of adequacy of,that income

to"provide stable exiitence and golf maintenance given a fluctuating

economy.

. Socialization, Life_Satisfaction, and Chance $4dtdre are not so

easily qUantifiable% It is pdssible that Socialization and Life

Satisfaction data will have to be gathered through an interview format

. or questionnaire. It is also possible that some form of a.semantic

differential instrument would be a more convenient format for data

gathering. .It is perhaps the moit difficult to'both identify and to

measure-chance Factors. For instance, how would we quantift the'impaCt

,of a six percent rise in inflation on the process of aging as.we have

defined it? At this point we ak.e apparently left with gross

judgements.

'lie quantification prOblems of assessing the process of aging are

many; they are not necessarily impossible to solive, The main problem

is that we have not really begun to address the issues and attempted

this form of assessment, although Maddox and Dellinger (1978) have made

juat such,an attempt. A theoretical and operational definition has been

presented above. -Other writers and researchers.will undoubtedly address

this-4ssue in the future, but what is abundantly clear is that at

present there is a paucity of research in this area. Thus, we are left

with certain.inferences which are based upon fuzzy definitions. ,It is

hoped thatsthe proposed theoretical and functional developmental.

definition presented in this section will at least stiMulate thinking

and research designed to bring more clarity,ti) preeent and ftire
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definitional:Troblems concerned with issues, problems, policy

formultions, service delivery systems, and research concerning old _

4,

persons in American society. Perhaps through validation of out

proposed definition it may be found that some persons who are

chronological "young" are in fac't old where as some persons who.are

chronologica y "old" are in fact young. Who 'ihen :should receive the

social serv ces and financial entitlements deSigned for the "old"?

It

s.



CHAPTER IV

AGING'AND WORKv, A TAXONQMY
.

Thus far in Mfg monograPh we have alluded to the many myths

'about aging Which were eloquently described by Butlr)(1975) and

summarized by Nydegger (1979). We have_referred to_thess myths

especfally as they affect the utilization of human .resources, influence

4

,the mental health of the ewing, and interfere with training and
..,

*
.

iretraining for employment purposes by-failing to'encOurage the use of
, .

a

aVailable educational resources. Finally, we have suggested that

individuaA gain their identity in society, experience their self

satisfactions, and perceivv themse*s as worthy thr6Ugh*reCognized

paid and/or pnpaid work.

An over:View of definitional issues And related problems associated

mith clarifying how aging is defined was presented in the last chArter-,

An attempt was 'made to formulate a functional definition of aging

which assumed that aginr is a develqpmental process eiliwienced by all

human beings and not a point-in-time event.as implied by legislative

fiat or,sociok custom. We further Assumed a humanistic view withiri the
4-context of our definition and then offered a formulation,to operationallY

test the theoretical definition. However, testing a functional

dellopmentak definition of aging is diffi because of the paucity

of adequate instrumentation to accuretely assess those attribute's

gollectively.de4ned as an "401ng tn'dex," Regardless of theI Ott
'psychometric problahinherent in our-definktion, a-theoretical framework

-.74,.

45.54

e .
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around which theoreticians and researcheri can function was presented

in the anticipation that future research would solve theselpsychometric.'

assessment problems.

In this chapter wewill explore a taxonomy of work and,liging which

assumes that people experience the.aging process differentially, that

the aging process is developmental, and that people oPerate at

functionally different --leve-lsof-- -andeffi-ciency-, Our taxon0My

also assumes that people regardless of age, at differentpoints in

time ancV4, different reasons have needs for paid and/or unpaid work

activities and'associations. The proposed taxonomy of aging and work
. .

which follows is an attem?t to account for those differing work needs

of aging persofis as has been alluded to throughout this monograph'and

to bring further clarity td our definitional problems described in

Chapter 2. These differing needs as they correspond to our proposed

definition are perceived to be related to such attributes as economic

well being, self sufficiency of living, physical and psychological

health, satisfaction with life, productivity, and the like.

A The Taxonomy -

A taxonomy is generally formulated to allow researdhers and/or

theor t clans to systematically study, des9ribe, and examine$a subject

of con n on the basis'of variable(s) of interest according to

attribu ) Ichich the subject displaYs. The taxonomy allows the

researche eoretician to categorize the subject in some logical why.

The subject t which we are concerned is people whO are aging. The
Je

variable of concern is work. The inajoecattributes are the need or desire to



work w en an.individual is classified in different age groOpings and

thi functional ability of the individ4a1 to. work, Thus older

persons (stibject) who express a desire or need to work and who have the
A

functional ability to work (attribute) may "classified into sub

categories,,(work groups). The utual format for categorization ir

'plants and animals intoa taxonomy is not decessarily apgicable in this

case. The availlabl-ir-d-ataWhich characterize ttie extent oUi
, knowledge are not as precise as those which characterize systems

which have evolved in the phIpical and.biological sciences. However,

such deficiencies in data prectsion do not negate the worth of attempting

to categorize individuals into logically determined and precisely

defined groups for particular reasons,

Some of the existing data can be coMbined with the dbservations

presented in Chapter 2 and used 'to fill some of the knowledge gaps--

en-countered in our proposed taxonomy of aging and work. These data.

(see Tables 1 and 2) tell us that there are awroximatelk 32,000,006

persons age 45 to.65+ who are either in the labor force or who are

seeking entry into the labor force. In addition, there are

approximately 1,200,000 persons in the same age ramie who are

unemployed. In total, these persons.account for approximately one

thitd.of the 96,917,000 people age Iq to'65+ who were defined as the

total labor force in 1977 ("preen, Devens, and Whitmore, 1978), This

group 'of persons age 45 to 65+ comprises a significant.number of
sin

persons about whom we are concerned. As was indicated in Chapter 1,

the number of persons in this age range is increasing and i; expected to
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to- increase ?or the furseeable future, Those data presented

I indicate that about three percent of thi 1977 libor force

is b54., 'What is not known.146 are their fulli or part-time workers? To

vAich work group category, to be described in our taxonomy, and under

what conditions do they fUnCtion? Similar questions can be raiied for
1

the other age groups as can be raised for the job seeker groups identified

in Table-21-

Nrelevant question at thiS point is, why would we want such

7,

descriptive data as asked in the above questions? One reason might be
, .

related to the issues and concerns articulated by Sheppard and Rix

(1977) in their book The Grayinv of Working America and what training/
46100-

retraining programsv or will be needed to maintain this'"graying

0

work force" in,the labor farce. It has been estimated that by 1995 the

number of persons aged 55 and over will for the fiist time in history

exceed the number of our school aged population (Apker, 1979). Britton

(1970) estimated that by 1975 one half of the labor force would be

over 45 years of age. With the rising numbers of older Anericans

it seems reasonable to expect that we will be experiencing an older

' work force and that we need new strategies to examine those pidblems

which will emanate from these changing demographics. Another reason

-

for developing more accurate descriptive data is the need for more

complete and more accurate categorizations of persons as they are

identified in a taxonomy: This w411 enable us to bemorrpreoise in

studying the effect these persons are having on our society as yell *s

the effeCt on these persOns of the vatious programsAdesigned

them. For our purposes now it is enough to assume that work

to assist

6

groups can
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TABLE 1.

Labor Force by Sex eind Age, 1977

Age
Group Males

p.
Feltales Total

45-54

55-59

60-64

10,231,000 6,698,000 16,929,000

443Zav0Ua z,/46,000- 70174,0041-

2,717,000. N 1,622,000 4,3391000

65+ 1,8451000 . 1,065,000 2E910,000
Source: Taken from Table A-4, Employment and dfibMP1oy5ent Trerids
Durin9 _1977, Special Labot Force Report 212, U. S. Dept. of Labor.
Total labor force during 1977 = 96,917,006 ages 16-65+,

OP

,

TABLE 2 .

Unemployed and Job Seekers by

Sexvand.Age, 1977

.

Age Males Females Total
Group U* JS ,U JS JS,

145-54 329,000 251,000 339,000 274,000 668,000 . 524,000

55-59)

b0-64)
250,000 191,000 194,000 L157,000. 444,000 347,900

65+ 97,000 87,000 59,000 42,000- 147,000 -129,000-

Source; Taken from Table A-15, Employment and Unest610 ent Trends
Durinq_1977., Special Labor Force Report 212, U,'S, Dept, of Labor.
Total Labor Force during 1577 = 96,917,000 Ages 16,65+,
*U Unemployod JS .4 Job Seeker
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be identifiod'and. that individualti can be is-ssigned to a group in a
4.

logical and orderly fashion, The categorization system which falms

our taxonomy is displayed,as Figure 1 and will be referred to through-

out the reliainder of this.chapter.

eopuletioni

1,The population we will be- eeneernedabout-In-ourtaxo=ny -tricludee

all persons aged 45 and older. ,As has been noted earlier, defining

old on the bases cif chronological age, without taking into

'consideration several Other factors is somewhat limiting, Our concern

is eligibrlitiof persons for assignment to work groups and the degree

of their functiOning ability witkin groups. Several factors when taken

in combination suggest that age 45-is a logical lower limit'at which
d

to begin to group people for purposes of categorization within work

groups and conditions of functioning. In this case, age per se is not

a condition for membership within a group. Howeverf, an'age designation

is a convenient characteristic to use in order%to simplify al& discussion.

Our underlying assumptions presenied in Chapter 3 were predicated upon

the belief that' aging is a developmental process which all persons

e*perience. The extent of the agA process a person experiences at any

given time is based upon his/her ability to function as defined by

several criteria. Age, then, becomes a convenient criterion bY utich

we can examine within-group variation of a person's functional ability
N,

to perform different work tasks within work grbups, Since we are

concerned with a person's ability to participate in the,work force, since

full-time participation of workers in the work force begins to decline at
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:. 'age 45 (Brennan, Taft, & Schypack, 1967); and since itlhae bikini
4 '

t th
: 4

estimated that by 1975 Approximately one-h lf of e lebor force was,

over 45 years of age (Britton, 1979), our d eignation'of age 45 and

'above as the pOulation of concern'ispcth logical and reasonable.

Defining the,population in this manner does not alumm i. in any'way that

bedause an individual As of a certain age they must_belong to it

specific work groupi-e-:g.-,--age-45---aucumes-o-ne iv able to wofk;' Seoffiet
r

individuals may be functionally "old" but chronologicallykyoung. 'The

reverse may also be true.

"Work," as the term is being used here, Includes all, paid and

unpaid-aCtivities which people engage in for whatever reAoni, Leisure

activities are 'also included in this concept since for some people

leisure means play;. for others, the same play activity irkwork for which .

they are remunerated. The sense in which the term "work" is,being used

here is compatible with the detailed discutsion on thi$ topic presented

by Kazanas, Baker, Miller, an4 Hannah (1973).

AgeGroups

An examination of Figure 1 shows that we have-utilized the

rationale expressed above and divided the population aged 45 and older

into units, grouped arbitrarily in five-year intervae The purpose

here is to he more precise in specifying the nuMber of individuals by

work groups and conditions within each age group and to have a more

accurate description by age of which individuals "want and/or nee "

as well as which individuals have the
At

The smaller age gr9upings are used to

V
ability to function.es work re,

obtain mbre specific informatibn-

on the populatiOn,.which will be useful in making policy decisions

6i)
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;regarding programs and activities for the aged, allocation of

financial resources for programs to aging persons; development of
%fr

educational.training and retrainkhl-programs which make full use of

eiisting and future resources, and develOpment of social service

programs.

Work Groups

We can now begin to identify those work groups to which_all
N

embers of an agins population (45+) may be assigned. We,will identify

theSe as "Work Groups" since it waS stated earlier that people gain

their identity, sense of worth, life satisfactions,-and develop

positive self concepts through some form of work/leisure actiVity

whether paid or unpaid (Kazanas, et al, 1973), These work groups are

identified in Figure 1 as: 1) Want and/or need to work full time

for financial remuneration! 2) Want and/or. need to work part time for

financial remuneration, 3) Want and/or need to engage in volunteer work

activities, 4) Want and/or need to engage.in leisure activities only,

and 5) Unab

r
to work full or part time and/or engage in or enjoy .

leisure act vities.

4

/ The "want and/or need" conditions of Work Groups 1-4 could be.

based upon individual conditions of functioning as defined in Chapter

3. Thus, the 10 perceniof the SEMPA group referred to earlier who

were defined as economically impaired could conceivably be assignedAto

the "need" category of Work GrOup 1 and/or 2, Also, those individuals

who *gain psychological well being and/or life satisfactions from work;

regardless of iheir economic status, could be assigned to the "want"

category of the same-work.groups. By a similar reasoning, some
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people might, elect to "want" to engage in volunteer activities

(Wcirk Group 3) to satisfy their altruistic and/or psychological neds

(assuming that they are economically in a position to engage in

'volunteer ativities) whereas others would "need" to engage in

activities for maintenance of mental well-being or see the need to seek

experiences within the larger environment to fulfill life satitiactions.

Assuming all other aspects of a person's life ane satisfactoft some_

persons might "want" to engage only in leisure a ivities (Work

Group 4) whereas others may "need" (i.e. for medical ieisons, for
'N4

instance) to engage in leisure activities only. Finally, some
A

persons, usually defined as "frail," may be completely unable to work,

or engage in leisure activities. Such persons would be assigned to

Work.Group 5.

Cionditions of Functioning

The Work Groups, as generally defined in our taxonomy, are

permissive in that individuals make the "want and/or need" designation

based upon their oWn perceptions of their life co6ditions. However,

the Conditions of Functioning under which one may participate in any

pf the Work Groups, especially in Work _Groups 1 - 4, are influenced by

whether or not they are "able" to participate. It may be that a

person might "want or need" to be in a given work group but for

\ .

medical, economic 'or other reasons, they are unable to participate.
\

Utilization of our\definition presented in Chapter 3 will help to

clarify thit dimension.
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ImplicaiionS

The Taxonomy of Aaing ind Wo*which has'been outlined in this'

chapter presents a Systematic-way to identify and state numerous

researchable questions concerning various groupings of older persons

and the walikoconditions which may provide ava k tions for

them. qn the past, various work options have not been specified not

expl1tated'in a way -.hat allowed or encouraged meaningful%choice by the

individuals concerned. Neithex were there clear put evaluations of the

effects of work programs, paid and/or unpaid, for differential groups

.of older persons. Heretofore, we have not had available a methodology

which.specified work options available to older persons, provided

adequate evaluations of our effectiveness in meeting the needs ofp.
individuals within the options, or specified the nuMbers, identities

and locations of the persons we are talking About, The li-st

can go on. XILliaatfon of this proposed taxonomy and the

refinements which should emerge as a result of research should allow us

to begin to find answers to these and other questions not yet
A

articulated. Apparently, since questions concerning our older workers

have not been previously articulated.in t1 manner set forth. Census

Bureau data and Depariment of Labor aata ci, not provide the necessary

inforMation to answer the basic questiOns uch as those listed above*

At this point in time we-are essentially 1 t with theoretical questions

and hypotheses concerning older persons as articipants in the 1ibor

force regardless of the form or the enviro ent in which their ,

.productivity takes'place.

\
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CHAPTER 5

AGING AND WORK IMPLICAilONS

Introduction'

A basic thesis which has been set forth in thii monograph-is that

older persons are an important -asset Us the economy cTor -t-VC-Utiited States.

They are a group of persons who continue to be)underutilized as part of

4
-_

t tabor force. Much of this underutilization 'Ivey be Attributable

in part to the many myths which have been imposed updi,older persons,

4aspecially, the myth that older persons are.unable to be productive and

contributing m s of the labor force (Butler, 1975; Nydegger, 1979).

In the past, we have een content to encourage people who reach a

certain age level to leave the labor force, ostensibly to retire from

work and "enjoy life." Our increasingly affluent and technically

. sophisticated society has allowed us to develop a financial capability

whereby individuals are touraged to give up gainful employment at an
.

earlier and earlier age. Further, when'the post WorldVar II babies-
,

began to enter the -labor force the pressure of their entry was relieved

through a rIeduction of workers at middle and upper levels of employment

achieved by enforced reefrement or inducements which made it very

attractive for Older individuals tO retire. Instead of bringing about

a smooth.transition of younger workers into the place left by the

retirees, this policy resulted in the elimination of an experienced

and highly trained group of workers from the work force because the

56
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younger wOrke'rs were iimply not'experienced enough to.fili the neWly.

, created vecancies. Should this policy continue for very much konger,'

by.the year 2010 we can anticipate that* the coMbined older and sChool

age porSulation, who are perceilled as being "'nonproductive" in terma of

participation in'the labor force, will ekceed in number those

individuals who work outside t1 10 home, (Apker, 1979).

In the United States the-attitude -prevails-that-when

AL'
individuals "pass their prime" as labor force oontributors it ii

.

A10.1appropriate to remove them from the work environment, at,least as

full-time active participants, and to let a,social welfare systamh

ministek to their needs,. The problem is that the criteria by which

this attitude is determined are not necessarily applicable to all

individuals similarly. By the same( token, we,have been succesaful,

through prolongation of formal educational experiences, in relaying

, the age at which new workers enter the labor forctm.

This concept of labor force reduction through retirement and

Withholding entry was first introduced in the United States officially

during the 1930 s The country wasvexperiencing a deep economic reressio

which was exacerbated through a massive reduction in the number of AvAilrble

jobs. There was need to create work (jobs) for heads of households.

One way to accomplish this was to reduce the size of the available
P

work force. This was accoMplished through enforcedOtirement of those

individuals at the upper age range who had been in the labor'force for

many years. Simultaneously, a number of individuals were denied entry

to the labor force through defining them as too young. This made
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-sense At that 4me in history since that left a middle range of workr.

Qem(perceived as most able an9rneedy) to 'take the alrai14 le lobs. More
0

. - .

recently, the policy of enforced labor force removal thrAgh retirement

\ would appear to be counterproductive to the economic health and

stability of the United States for several relsons. Rapid inflation

-

has e4roded4the purchasing power of 1.1et dollar, Which in turn+, adversely

-.

affacts those retIted persons on fixed income, creatifvj pressure to

increase social welfare services. There is a beginnin$ realisation
,

'..

that ,declining birth rates experienced during the 19POs will result

in reduced numbers of available workers during the 1980m and on into

bele 1990s. Thus% the. concept of elimination of our skilled workers

from the labor force at an early age through early retirement

(especially if they are physically and psYchologically capaiole of being
.

productive) may tend to reduce the efficiency of Ehe productive

potehtial of our future work force,.

It would appear thatAvithin a very few years a serious shortage of

highly skilled workers will occur in the United States. A factor

contributing to this shortage is negative thinking about thelproductive

potential of older workers (Shel5Pard & R x, 1977) . Currently,

'business and industry are showing signs of reassessing their past

posture df easing out of the labor fo ce, through early retirement,

.those employees who are experienced and knowledgeable, and whthave a.

history ofproductivity and loyalty (Batten & French, 1978; Lemont.),

.1978). Finally, Apker (1979) anctothers have suggested that in 1940,

approximately ten workers supported one retiree, wHereas-by 1995,



that rati4004 xpecied to be approximately three to one oi less.

This raises serious questions about whethei the current'and future

labor-10rce is able and/or willing to withitand the increased costs

associatid with such imall ratios. Due to increased costs associated

with this type of behavior, it is questionable whether or illot we.as

society can afford to "throw awalo our hUman resources through enforced.

retirement.-- -Coupled-with-a decline-im-the-tertitity-raterfrom migamdc,
.

I.
of 3.8 births per 1000 in 1957 to 1.8 births per 1000 in 1976 (Apkit,

1979), the_practice of only partially utilizing an exp;erienced and

a

productive labor foree will lead to serious economis consequences,

)
A

with fewer workers supporting a social welf:r0 systeM.

Perhaps another and more subtle reason which may explain why we

as a society continue to underutilize our older citizens is productive .

workers lies in the domain of theorY. Until recent years the,relatively

small siie of the older population, the point% in time during which

people were considered aged, and the high degree-of economic affluence

ain the United States have tended to suppress.the heed for theoretical

models' around which the phenomenon of agWil% could be descramd,

explained, predicted and understood. Regardless of the cUrrent need

for immediate action and programs to help, alleviate problems

experienced by older citizens, decision makers have set forth poliCies

which are predicated on t;either explicit or implicit, although

more ofen implicit. Gerontology, as well as other sociárad

behavioral disciplines, has been continually 4e7are of the

.

.
need for good theoretical models. Most behavioral researchers

. *
9

realizewthe need to explain the phenomenon of Observed betlavior when

working With others.

On.

,

4.
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Through the definitional model 1)resnted in Chapter 3 and.the

taxonomy of aging and work presented'in Chtipter 4, we 'have attempted to

ad4fess the theory issue as it relates to.aging and work. Others

(Butler, 1975; Maddox & pltlinger, 1978; Sheppard & Rix, 1977) have

alert, set fofth Statements which suggest a movement toward developing a

responsible theory of aging and work. Wirtz (1975) has implicitly

suggested the need for movement in this direction. He calls human

beings our "Boundless Resource" which has been relatively untapped

because the structures for using them which were' developed in the

past have outlived their.usefulness. Until recently we have

functioned on the assumption that manpower wastin unlimited supply. '

For reasons specified earlier, this assumppon is n6w upder'question.

There.is a need to examine in new and creative ways the future*

potential,,education, productivity, characteristics, and. life conaitions

v

of older workers.. We have attempted to set forth a asic model around
9.

.

which we can articulate, study, and relpe human characteristics and

'life conditions as they relate. to aging and work.

Throughout the remainder of the chapter we will examine our

tixonomy of aging and work with regard to its implications'for polièy

.

formulatione in thehareas of programs for the aged, retirement, mental,
,

health, education, and research, We will.attempt to raise

representative questions wait% need to be examined and explored.. Sudh.
-

# . . . .
_

-.
;. .,

a broad view should,act lis a stimulus to researchers, theoreticcians,

A

policy frulators, and pbectitioners to re-examine their thinkirig and

4 4

4. N:4it
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actiodrregarding work as-it relates to the aging process. It is

expected that4such a stimulus as proposed by our theoretical formulations

will aid in the articulation of new and creative thought which in turn

will help in confronting those issues and problems which will need to

be addressed in the very near future.

Ever since the 1971 White House.Conference on Aging, an

increased interest in and awareness of the plight of older AmAricans

has develope'd. This awareness has generally,focused on two major
4

areas of concerA: health and finances. From these tv'm primary areas

of concern have emerged federal, state, and local programs designed

to aid diffedh5...groups of older persons with regard to nutritional

programs, housing, transportation, safety, income maintenance, and,

more recently utilization of leisure time. Regardless of this overt

expression of concern there still seems to be a deep-seated and perhaps

unconscious prejudice against old people throughout our entire

culture (Sheppard, 1979). Our basic thesis throughout our entire

. monograph has been the assumption that through work, either paid or
,
,,.

. unp d, older people can reach a level of self-sufficiency which will

iihel them be perceived throughout society in a more positive way --
v

/IA contributing and productive members of society, and as full,

:complete, and economically independent, In order for this condi on to

happen, new and creative styles for the utilization of this reservoir

of human-resources wiA need to be conceptualized and implemented.,
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A comMitment toward long-term policy planning will need to be

made prior to any change and prior to any further legislation being

enacted. Such a'commitment should inCludes

1. A basic.and committed belief that all persons regArdless
of age:can continue to be productive meMbers of the
labor force should they be physically and/or
psychologically able and willing to participate.

2. A belief -in the hete-rogeneous-nat-ure-of-the-.ol-der

population and commitmept to making available options to
participate in paid and/or unpaid activities in the
labor fore that reflects thie heterogeneity.

3. A recOgnition that older persons can and .do function
differently, regardless of age, as indicated by our
functional developmental aging definition presented in
Chapter 3.,

4. A recognition that in Order to understand the differential
participatory nature of older persons in the labor force
there needs to be an ongoing program of basic research,
following a model fimilar to the,one presented in Chapter
4, which allows for a high degree of specificitzwegarding
description, explanation-, led prediction .conceilahg the4

group of persons under consideration.

4.

Retirement

Has the concept of retirement as currently practiced in the United

States outlived its usefulness as a social 'system? .Retirement from

active participation in the labor force is a,.social action which has
. ,c)

grown out of ndustrialization,. In agrarian societies as well as more

traditional cultures, age is accompanied by increasing prestige and

expressions of need, Industrializatiori has reversed this attitude to

the point where youth has been idolized, at least in the recent past,

44

and being old is something which happens to others. Xt is with

increasing realization andkconsternation that we ourselves are those
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others. Our.labor customs urge.older persons to absent themselves

from the labor force at ,pecified ages; then our social systems

4reject them from continued participation in the socialization

ac6.vities which grow out oisemployee interactions. Retirealrt, then,

is the act of leaving or giving.up a particular,life style, but

apparently little or no effort is expended in considering where to go

after leaving.

Current pre-retirement planning kograms usually address topics

associated with financial entitlements available upon retirement.

These programs are offered primarily for those persons who

are at or near refTliment.. Little attention is devoted to

planning for the future.' One of the reasons for this lack of future

orientation to retirement is relatelto the paucity of systematic data

associated with what happens to those persons who leave the labor

force. Frequently two views are expressed: what it is like-to live in

a retirement community and/or what nuraing home living is like. Very
%

y li.fetheought-is given to the individual living in his/her own
L t, .

a *A V.
' home or with-family. -There is almost no expreedlon of productive.and

c9nstructive use of one's time when leaving active participation in the

labor force with the exception of what some would call "make do"

activities such as crafts, gardening, and the like. It is here that

our propoSed Eaxonomy, can contribute to systematic inquiry, information

gathering, and data organization which would then.allow for more
4

accurate statements concerning the phenomenon of egin4 and

suggest. more Moughtful approaches ebward.retirement: Knowing What
.

/mom
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.
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happens to retirees, who they are, what spe&fically ore their needs,
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and the like would assist us-to address questions of concern in more

precise-and systematic ways. Some representative questions are:

1: What programs of social service to older retirees are
needed which ate not currently available? For how many
persons, under what conditions, at what point in time, etc.

2: What is the impact of,the new Age DiscriminatiOn in
-EMployltent Act, l9713 Amendments on retirement loracti.ces
of older workers? How many people are affected? Who are
they? What types of work were/are they engaged in? Should
the age 70 ceiling be lifted? If so, h'ow many persons would
be affected?

3. Are our current social security laws punitive and inhibit
the desire of older persons to work under threat of loss
of financial security? Should there be revisions in the
law such that people are rewarded for continued productivity
and independence while under social security, support? Again,
how many persons would be affected? Who are they? What
alternatives are available 'to individuals who need additional
financial support but fear loss of dignity?

Mental Health

Much has been written concerning the mental health prohlemil

which seem to affect old people. VisualizeitiOns as expressed,through

the popular media of television, maglzines, newspapers, and the like

frequently depict aging persons in distressful.psychological and

physical situations. While it is true,'aging persons do suffer irom

mental dysfunctional problems, it does not necessarily follow that

these dysfunctions are the result of an aging process nor are they

the only age group to suffer from these problems. Some geronotologists

would have us'believe that the mental problems experienced by an aging

, population are normal and 401low a developmental'sequence associated

7,3

-
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with'physical deterioratIon and age (Towqrd a National Policy on
A

WiD4, Voi. II, 1971). What a dismal future to loa forward to. The

psychopathoiogies associ;ted with aging are often coupled with normal'

physiological deterivition (lutler, 1970, l975). By

-

connotation, to be old is to-be physically disabled and mentally

incompetent. 1q4i.s is how,old people are often perceived (Butler, 1975).

Perh&pA thii is one reasoh why, with this pessimistic viewof, aging

being a major social focus, our society heA revered being young. The

idolization of youth by our adult populatiOn could be perceived as

resistanc-e to and rejection of growing old. Perhaps, also, adults

tend to resist the phenomenon of aging and all the attending problems
A 1

because of the relatively recent increase in numbers of old people

yhich has made the problemsIof aging so visible and for some so

painful.

It was suggested in our discussion, presented in Chapter 2, that

mentally healthy individuals perceive themselves as being persons of

worth and value in society and.that these feelings are generally

associated with satisfactions experienced a, participants in the work
AV

force. Further, -older persons are resisting being "put out t,o pasture"

and are expressing a desire to be re-integrated into society through

paid or unpaid employment. The desire for continued active

participation in the labor force seems to be associated with an

.increasing longevity. This,longevity is the result of significant

recent advances in medical technology as well as the improved health

piactices and nutritional Oogramm currently availaBle. The less

&



rigorous physicaldemands from the.work settftig)dueieto improved

industrial technology seem to have facilitated imreased vigor and

healeh in older people and provided leisure time unperakleled in

history. One must question if the attitudes and actions toward the

.future as expressed by some' older persons are really manifsetationi of

psychopathology oi expressions of positive mental health.

An examination of the psychological well beim: of

older persons needs to be undertaken in relation to improved.
/N

physical health, perceptions of-ftlf worth, being needed, and

contributions_ to society gained through some form of paid and/or

unpaid work.

J1.

'Our taxonomy along wtth-data presented from the SEMPA program

(Maddox & Dellinger, 1978) suggest that trie relative nuMbers of

mentally dysfunctional older persons are small. Butler (1975) has
,t

presented data indicating that as pbbple age, incidences of menttT=L=!
%

illness -rise. However, he questions the accuracy of these data due to

poor and inadequate diagnostic procedures used to define mental illness

%in older persons as well as the "agism" practiced by psychiatrists,

social workers, and mental health specialists who work with old people.

' If, as has been suggested frequently throughout this monograph, peopll

gain their identities, sense of self wort!h, and experlence many of their life

satisfAttions throuqh work, is thismirny less true for older persons whom

we have attempted to set aside? Some of the pertinent questions as.they

relate to mental health ati'a our taxonbmy can be expressed as follows:

.1. What effect will continued participation in the labor
force have on reducing the incidences of mental dysfunctions
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experienced by older persons? Who are they, from what
:work groups (see our taxonomy), what occupational
4roupings?

2. bo older persons want and/or need to work in order to
maintain an importaf place in society? Will wOrking,
paidiand/or .come a therapeutic tool which in little
understood currently by mental health praftitionere who
work with older persons?

3. If work fok older persons is demonstrated to be therapeutic
in reeleiAlq the incidence of-psychopOislogy4-talftWt-de4ree
iind for whom can we reduce demands for mental,,health-...
services currealy in place, thus reducing medical costs?

Education

4
The mystique of education and the rewards education provides have

been and continue, tO be a basic-value, a belief, and a way of life in

American sociA,ty. Deutermann (1974) reported that in 1940\the mean

educational attainMent for males (16 to 64) was 8.6 years,and for

women 9.8 years. By 1973 these figures for the same age range were

years for mides and'12.1 years emales, thus demonstrating increase

.educational attainment and a continued belief in the value of educationk: The

rise during recent years in eaucational savings plans, insurance programs for

eaucational assurances for the young, and other 'forms of investment.programs to

assure a financial capability to attain anticipated ,educational

achievement levels coupled with such federal programs as Basic

Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG), increased public-and private
.

..:3f J' ,

scholarshi unqs, subsidized educational loan programs, and the likeI
are expresSed anifestations of the reverance Americans have for

education. While planning for future education by adults for their

children most often implies a four year collegiate experience, it is
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not.so limited. One merely needs to review the phenomenal enrollment

increases of the Past two decades in public and'private junior and ,

community coPq.ege programs as well as the increasinglY successful

pkivate proprietory schools, to witness this fundamental belief that

educational attainment is basic for futurt opportunities.

Corresponding to the rise in education for youth has been the

rise in educational opportunities and options for adults... Adult basic

education, special adult classes for personal development learning,

life long learning concepts, and the like reflect a recent upsurge of

interest with and activity in adt4t educatiOn, However, as was noted in

Chapter 2, adults'who are taking advantage of available education and

reeducation programa are generally in the young.adult category, age 16
Not

tp 30. Older adults are not flocking to these programs. Several

'reasons for this apparent lack of participation by older adults were

speculated about earlier courses offered at a poor timeVresbrictive

entrance requirements, and Obfforth. It may be that olders persons themselves

believe the myths about aging especially as they relate bo learning.

Learning in recent years has taken on a pragmatic connotation -- if

one expends a certain amount of psychic energy and financial resources
A

then this should translate into an imploved'position in the work

force and result in economic gain. Older adults who believe in this
a.

logic may see education as a luxury they cannot or do not want to

afford. The concept of learning for the purpose of enrichmept and

personal development seems to have lost.some status, perhaps due to

increased educational costs or Ole /led for peokle to see a tangible

OID
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return on their self investment. Regardless, most.older persons are

not taking advantage of available educational opportunities to the

extent anticipated by proponents of life long learning.

In the more pragmatic domain, most older adults have been reared

in a society whose life style followed a "linearity of life" concept

-- education for youth, vork for adults, retirement for the old

which we referred to'earlier, The multiple options for life long work

r).

and learning described by Kurland (1978) were not readikys, available for

those individuals currently perceived as old or individuals newly

entering that liYe stage. What most people often forget is that learning

taN9A place, to a greater extent than realized, in non-formal and/or

non-structured environments. How to implement a multiple style/learning

concept and make it a real option for people in later life becomes a

very real national problem which has yet to be fully addressed ,by

educators. 40

AncAer aspect of the adult learning,boom has to do with demands

on workers to up-grade continually their skills and knowledges in order

to keep pace with the technological changes taking place in business

and industry. Most employers tend to encourage the younger. elements'of

their work force to take advantage of educational 4portunities under

the assumption that an investment in education (be it time or money or

both) will produce a longer period of 15otentia1 productivity from

their employees. Economically, this is seen to be a sound business

practice. However, with the changes in mandatory retirement and a

rapid movem'ent toward information and service based industries rather
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than product based industries which require strenuous physical outputs

this attitude toward education and reeducation for young adults only

may need reassessment to include all adult age groups (Snyder, 1979).

With the emerging learning/work styles described by

4

Kurland (1978), it is reasonable to assume a greater mobility in the
,

labor force with the correspondirig emergence of multiple work styles and

patterns. Xt is speculatea that there will be-e-greetei- need-for-a pool_

of skilled and knowledgeable workers who are amenable to chan9e and

short term job specific retraining as these changes emerge, It would

,

seem more reasonable to assume that older persons are prime candidates

.for these short term job specific retraining programs assuming educators

as well as employers and older people themselves Can get over the myth

that older persons cannot learn. What we do know is that older people

can learn new ways of behaving, new skills, new knowledge, but they

111

learn in a mode different from that which educators are trained to

deliver (Webber, 1978).

Currently, vocational education programs and programs supported

under the Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA) come closest

to having the resourcesk, skills, and available teaching technology to

offecothe kinds of retraining programs which would assist older workers

to contintie as productive .and contributing members of the wall force.

However, it is questionable that ttle proponents of these programs are

mentally attuned to the notion of providing such programs using their

existing resources. CETA is designed to assist in the training and

retraining of disadvantaged unemployed, Certainly, the vast majority
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of old people meet these criteria. Vocational education originally

was designed to provide technical education at the secondary school

level for prospective new job entrants. Vocational education is now

also engaged in post-secondary vocational training activities, but

still essentially focuses its resources on the fink time job entrant

, or the young job entrant who has left the formal educational envikon-
. .

ment and has'returned for specific job trainir4. It would'seeM that it

is at the post secondary level of vocational education's'operatiOns that

educational progtams could be designed to include older workers who'

desire to stay in or reenter the labor foice.

Community and senior colleges as well as other educational

establishments wikl need to begin to rethink their educational missions

with regard to the place of older learners. Given our taxonomy

presented in Chapter 4, those older persons who want and/or need to

work under the auspices of orof the defined work groups will, ill all
'\

probability-, need to_be retrained in-order to participate actively in

-the labor force. Are our multiple and diverse educational systems

geared up to help? I think not. Our current educational systems are

still designed to acvompodate the !l!linearity of life" concept and have'.

'not begun to gear up for the multiple living, learning, and working

styles being demanded, advocated, and implemented by citizens of all

ages.

Numerous work options such as split shift, flex time, shared

jobs, job rotation and the like are being triede Most of these new

work structurefPare ideal for utilization of old people as workers in

8



the labor force. These people have the time, the hours are right for

them, and they are willing to be active participants.. In fact, many

older workers are already in the iabor force (see Table 1 and 2 for

these summary data), some surreptitiously. What we don't kpow iS how
410

many are full time, part time, or volunteer. Who are they, what work

do they do, for whom? Utilization of our taxonomy would allow for

systematic Organization and gathering of thesis-data, interpreting,the

results in order to suggest appropriate education programs to meet the

different needs of this potentially vast and untapped labor supply.

Research

The potential for research in the area of aging anework is a rich

domain for exploration. A description listing our lack of knowledge

related to aging and work woukd pr ably be 4reater than our knowledge.

One can begin at almost any -poinelto raise important and pertinent
questions which woad have implications for policy formulation, progrt

development, practical application, and future research. There have

been a whole host of researchable questions raised throughout this '

monograph which suglgst many different rsearch dimensions. To re-

iterate them at this point would be redundant. The'verification of

the functional developmental definition of aging presented in Chapter 3

and the taxonomy of aging and wdrk presented in Chapter 4 are in and of

themselves importvtand extensive in terms of t.,aknowledge base they

would contribute.

Based upon the explicit assumptions presented in Chapters 3 and 4
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and the implied assumptions indica'ted throughout this monograph,

we assert that it is appropriate to call for twOdimensions of.reAllarch

related to Aging and work._ These research domains can be labAled as

"basic" and iipplied." We are advocating that a program of basic

research cdncerned with theory building is 'necessary in order to

propose policy, programs, and practices which can be evaluated_both'in

. i

terms of cost effectiveness and utility. Basic research would rovide

us with primary information about those persons whom society' erceiVes

as "old." It would build support for basic assumptions about the nature

of age and tell us what individuals comprise the population called

,"old." Current information and knawledge about older persons in our

society suggest huge deficits which have_Oeen essentially filled by

myths, pseudo inferences, hunches, ind elptionalism. It is very

,difficult to pla'n effective long-term policy with regard to aging at

any governmental level on such flimsy and unsubstahtiated evidence.

4

.We do "have some demographic data, but these data fall short in terMA of

specific descriptive characteristics since they assume homogeneity of

the group under consideration. Time and again responsi6le writers

who are addressing the issues of aging have poinXed out thib hetero-
*

geneity of this group; yet policy planners and deliverers of services

insist on assuming that all old people 4re alike: lipw can we continue

Nr11
in this manner when we have yet to define accurately who is."old?"

, When is a person old? How do we recognize this condition? These

seem to_be very basic and filndamental questions which have never been

adequately answered. Social custom, not research, haA arbitrarily made
AI

h

f
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the distinctions. The functional developmental aging definition,

whic0 needs to be tested And verified -could identify those.parmeters

which collectiVely could define what we mean.b "old." Can such people

function productiVely as-active participants in the labor:force? Our

-taxonomy vsumes they can, bIst due to the, individual, differyces in the
. -

aging .process, our taxonomy arsa assumes that different individuals
,

under different conditions Are productive at varying

k4
51

HoW 'valid are these' assilmptiblis? A progiam ot basic
,

aft ,

designed to support and/or reiute these' assuMptiokis.

,

times and ages.
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other questions film the bases for program action.and poliy

development predicated upon knowledge rather than myth and/qr.

.emotion. Data resulting from answers to Ilse questions wourerbe

helpful in finding a reisolution to some of the more theoretical and
y

4.

It

.r

basic questions raised *earlier.
.

What we have attempted til.articulate in this last seoption i that

more data derived from systematic research is needed if *truly mean

to seek solutions to problems and concerns being confronted by an ever
;

increasing aging population,
0

,

Conc.l.Wing comment
A

It WaS not the intent-of tlis monograph to suggest that i/ork wes,,

th therapeutic medium to solve the problems,society is facing now ar4

'will face in the future wi h regard to our aging population. what was.
-

intended and perhaps overstated at times, was that work and its

relationship'to aging is an importantdooain4but:one Which.i9 little

Understood or explored. There re apparently no available Viidel to

',sugges1;whatath to foliow or what agencies or groups should take the

leaci. It is proposed that research involving our proposed funqional .

definition and worfitainomy is olfie path.. Its intent is to help
.

clarify through desiription, 41malysis,.,aniet identification a strategy

1

whereby 'some of our older citizens can continUe to'Paticipate as full

and autonomous paittners ineur society, :An acceptable avenue for

ree try to this participAion is through workl'either paid'ahd/or
If 0'

unp

1
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